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ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a vast number of employees moving their workspace from the
using this experience as a means to investigating what a sustainable work practice entails for several
can be designed.
Using the theoretical approach of Practice Theory, supplemented with methods that enable participation,
we investigate the past and present ways of working and further explore the work practices of employees
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PREFACE
master thesis in MSc Sustainable Design (Engineering) at Aalborg University, campus Copenhagen.
focal point is concerned with how employers in advising engineering organizations can support their
employees in the transition towards more individualized and agile work models. By using the pandemic
as a window-of-opportunity to create new radical changes in the way work practices function, we aim
to support a potential sustainable transition of work models.
We would like to thank and acknowledge our supervisor Søsser Brodersen, head of studies in the

employees in three of the biggest advising engineering organizations in Denmark (who for the sake
of this report is anonymized) for letting us conduct research within the company, providing us with
valuable insights. At last, we wish to thank Associate Professor at the Department of Planning, Andrés
we stayed as motivated as possible during a global crisis.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter serves as an introduction to the report, it will go through the reasoning for conducting
the research and study explained throughout. Besides, an explanation of the research question used
to keep the focus of the research on track, the chapter will provide a literature review. The review will
standing the graphical distinctions within the report.
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1.1 Research Area
This thesis stems from a common interest in the aftermath of a global
crisis. We wanted to use the COVID-19 pandemic as a unique opportunity to learn and through radical changes explore whether a re-establishment of society after its ending, was possible. In the period when
great consequences, but we wanted to investigate the advantages of
riment” (p. 2). We want to support this statement and thereby use the
pandemic as a window-of-opportunity for transitional change.
lives, where the need for social distancing forced people out of their
ring new competencies and techniques for conducting their work tasks,
practitioners managed to make society run as smoothly as possible.
This made us question whether the current practices concerned around
work were sustainable and optimal for the modern individual. And thereby whether we should return to these after the end of the pandemic
lockdown. In order to narrow our scope, we decided to focus on work
practices performed by white-collar workers of advising engineering
organizations (see section 4.1 for the reasoning behind the choice of
our target group).

dual needs, thus making our research question:

-

supports the needs of individuals, working within advising
engineering organizations, using the pandemic as an opportunity
for a transitional change towards sustainable work practices?
During the analysis of theempirical material presented in chapter 4, we
discover how policy makers play a crucial role, in establishing work models (section 4.2). Not only are they responsible for policies in the area,
but also for supporting their employees in regard to their individual
work performances. We use Practice Theory to identify work practices
of which are related to working remotely (section X: Breakdowns). We
therefore found it necessary to explore the full potential of working
remotely in order to better compare it to being physically present. By
creating design solutions for remote work, we explore the possibilities
and restrictions regarding a framework for future change (section X).
We end up validating our initial thought of a framework needed for accommodating individual needs of employees and how different design
criterias must ensure this.

In chapter 3 we explore the historical trace of the work practice all the
way from the stone age and through the four industrial revolutions that
have formed the way white-collar work is performed in western sociedown and how this shift in worksite has resulted in work practices concerned around remote work. By the use of Practice Theory we discover
-
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1. 1. 1 Litterature Review
The COVID-19 pandemic made the need for policies in regards to workCOVID-19 pandemic have been tackled differently by the employees
and employers, as some organizations have been better at communicating online and some employees thrive in work-from-home settings.
corona crisis indicate that there is a need to pursue a policy in the future
homework - partly in relation to the needs of the workplace, partly in
(2020) points towards a need for designing a policy of which can help
align and structure work-from-home practices, taking the needs and
scribe how organizations have adopted work-from-home policies, but
as the need for such arose very quickly, there is a chance for them to
recognize that even organizations that have already adapted tools or
policies, might be facing a reconstruction of such. It seems that lack of
may require selection of workers who are better suited to work from
reira et al., (2020) describe that many employees and managers lack
tools and training and that this needs to be addressed if they are to
work remotely. Although these scholars do not address exactly how
such policies or tools are to be made, Molin et al., (2021) address a
need for management to support and engage in implementing a sup-

port model that helps identify how work situations can be improved, to
ensure a healthy work environment. Although this seems challenging,
for granted by policy makers and employers. They highlight that the
COVID-19 pandemic should be seen as an opportunity to ‘build back
to have implications for the nature of work in the years to come” (Bartik
et al., 2020, p. 15).
Although research on work models that support the needs of individiscovered that few scholars focus their research on studying the factors and accessibility of the work-from-home practices in relation to
the COVID-19 pandemic. Through the research of Das et al., (2021)
we see how within the scope of accessibility, work practices are not
workplace, organizational norms around remote work must be revisited
to integrate accessible practices that are still thought of as optional and
sive work environment.

-

need for developing policies and/or tools for remote working practices.
These should take into account the needs of the individuals, as well
as managers engaging and supporting such models. Such models are
important, as they should support the needs of individuals and hence
speak on their behalf. We notice a gap in the literature because none of
tion of such a model can be achieved, although we also recognize that
developing such a solution might be a challenging task.
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1.2 Reading Guide

gether in the yellow chapter 5 called solution space. Where we present

This thesis is divided into 6 chapters, in which each chapter is assigned
are entering a new chapter. See

for the colors assigned. This

or converging role in our design process. This is, however, a vast simp-

INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH
DESIGN

THE HISTORICAL TRACE
OF THE WORK PRACTICE

which is green will provide concluding remarks, while presenting a

PRACTITIONERS IN
ADVISING ENGINEERING
ORGANIZATIONS

SOLUTION SPACE

Throughout the report, grey coloured boxes like this will appear. These
boxes describe the process and the steps we needed to take in order to
conduct this thesis.

THE CONTRIBUTION
OF SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN ENGINEERS

The purple section, which you are about to enter, describes the theoretical framework of the thesis as methods and frameworks used for
the purpose of collecting the empirical material needed. Chather 3 is
through literature how work practices are shaped through history, with
traces all the way back to the stone age. Chapter 4, which is pink, higpractices of individuals from three different advising engineering organizations, using our own empirical material. These chapters tie to4
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RESEARCH DESIGN

(Spurling et al., 2013, p. 4) as understanding the dynamics within practices allow us to shift practices to more sustainable ones (Spurling et
into individual work practices of practitioners in advising engineering organizations, and understand how these individual practices affect the
cultural landscape in which they are apart. We furthermore acknowledge that the framework can provide a view into the opportunities that lie
within transitioning towards sustainable work practices.
Chapter 2 hence presents the theoretical perspective of Practice Theory, which is the main theory used in this thesis. It explains the framework
of Shove et al., 2012, which is the perspective we took on to analyze our problem framing, accompanied with the framework of Spurling et al.

retical perspective.

-

what data has been produced, for us to be able to answer our research question, while presenting a timeline of the interventions held throug5

2.1 Theoretical Framework: Practice Theory
Process box: Purpose of Online Workshop and Exercise One
The process of choosing a theory for this thesis was very troublesome.
Our initial thought was to investigate the relation in and between the
we wanted to investigate how knowledge travels when work practices
are moved to the homes of employees. We wanted to do this by deeply investigating communities within one organization, using the theoretical perspective of Communities of Practice (CoP). Unfortunately,
needed to collect the empirical material for investigating such commuwith when we changed our theoretical perspective.

March

April

Figure 2: Timeline

May

Change of
theoretical
perspective

In the beginning of May, we changed our theoretical perspective to
Practice Theory (PT). This also meant that much of our previous work
needed to be revisited and in some cases changed completely. We
made the choice of shifting our theoretical perspective, as we believe
that PT provides a better analytical perspective for the empirical maexploring how the work practices of individuals are affected by shifts
in work sites caused by the global pandemic caused by COVID-19.

In this thesis, we have chosen to use the theoretical framework of Pracory provides a means of uniting studies of innovation and consumption
and of conceptualizing dynamic processes inherent both in business
and in other realms of everyday life” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 12). These dynamic processes are also described as social arrangements that
consist of individual decisions of how to act within the practices (Shove
et al., 2012). This theory took its starting point from philosophers Witfurther investigate practice as a centered stage, rather than a passage
since, scholars such as Schatzki (2012) have drawn on their work when
vity of individuals, but in practices, that is, in the organised activities of
ded in the sense that these activities are temporally dispersed and do
his theorization of practices, the focus is on understanding human ac-

Schatzki (2012) theorize PT in these two ways, they also agree that
(Shove et al, 2012, p. 23). As the work of these scholars has been considered in the framework presented by Shove et. al., 2012, both their
perspectives are in some way a part of this; including routines, acti6

stematically exploring processes of transformation and stability within
social practices and between them.” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 1). Shove et
al. (2012) and Spurling et al. (2013) argue that the concepts in which
they have developed, allow for the complex nature of dynamics within
provide us a way for analyzing the intangible nature of dynamics within
practices in a tangible way and have hence chosen to use the perspective of Shove et al. (2012) in combination with Spurling et al. (2002)
for our thesis.
The framework of Shove et al. (2012) presents a model of three elements of practice. The model contains elements of; materials, comelements put emphasis on the elements in which a practice consists
of; cultural conventions, expectations, and socially shared meanings,

sist of elements that are integrated when practices are enacted” (Shove
et al., 2012, p. 21). The elements are what constitute a practice. These
practices change as these elements are introduced and combined in a
variety of ways. In this model, the human actors are not the central part.
who do) simultaneously reproduce the practices in which they are engaged and the elements of which these practices are made...” (Shove
et al., 2012, p. 22). The framework suggests an analytical distinction
Practice-as-performance and Practice-as-entity). This can on one hand
show how combinations of elements constitute a practice-as-perforshow how combinations of elements constitute a practice-as-entity by
putting emphasis on reproduction of practice.

that constitute the element of materials and knowledge, and embodied
skills, that constitute the element of competence (Spurling et al., 2002).
Practice-as-performance

Observable behaviour of individuals

Practice-as-entity

Socially shared tastes and meanings
Knowledge and skills
Materials and infrastructure
Figure 4: Practice-as-performance/practice-as-entity

socially shared tastes and meanings, knowledge and skills, and materials and infrastructures (Spurling et al., 2002).
Figure 3: Three Elements of Practice
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it reveals that they are changed and left behind as new elements are
introduced (Shove et al., 2012). It is further described that these chansocially shared tastes and meanings, knowledge and skills, and materials and infrastructures (Spurling et al., 2002).

and parcel of the dynamic of practice” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 34). Shove et al. (2012) further suggest that when elements become traces of

As the elements connect, a practice is made and when the connections are broken, the practice falls apart. This can also be described as
practices turning into ex-practices. It is important to note that elements
can exist without yet being connected in what Shove et al., (2012) calls
ken) (Shove et al., 2012).

disappear in characteristically different ways: vanishing with little or
no trace, remaining dormant or taking on new lease of life within and

Figure 3: Ripples Through the Landscape

Because practices can not be seen as independent and isolated, eleFigure 5: Links are yet to be made, or broken

The elements of practices are mutually shaping. This means that e.g.
adaptation of practical skills and materialized knowledge” (Shove et
al., 2012, p. 32). The elements can not be seen as being independent
isolated elements and are therefore inter-linked (Shove et al., 2012).
By recognizing that elements within practices are mutually shaping,

and between many different practices, constituting a form of connective
tissue that holds complex social arrangements in place, and potentially
pulls them apart” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 36). This means that the same
taches, it does not only affect the one practice but affects the whole
8

cultural landscape. This principle applies regardless of which of the
elements shares similarities in the practices (Shove et al., 2012).
taches, it does not only affect the one practice but affects the whole
cultural landscape. This principle applies regardless of which of the
elements shares similarities in the practices (Shove et al., 2012).
The elements; materials, meaning, and competence, in the framework
presented by Shove et al., (2012) are described to vary in their modes
of circulation. The circulation of materials deals with the availability of
given materiality and the distribution thereof. This circulation occurs
when the material is physically being transported. The idea of descricognize that whereas forms of (co)location, transportation, and access
are typically important for the diffusion of material elements, forms of
competence and meaning circulate in characteristically different ways”
(Shove et al., 2012, p. 47). Therefore we go on by explaining the modes of circulation of competence and meaning, as these are important
to understand the complex dynamics of social practices. Competence
circulates between people and practices (Shove et al., 2012). It needs
to be abstracted in order for it to travel and furthermore reversed when
another and as they circulate between practices” (Shove et al., 2012, p.
of dynamic processes of association” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 55). This
element is described as almost always being mediated. As individuals
participate in a variety of practices, they reproduce meanings and order
anings arise and extend in association with the dynamics of practices
(Shove et al., 2012). These elements are so closely related, that if new

In the linking of these elements, a practice is formed. Moreover, practices can be linked to other practices through inter-practice relations.
These are described by Shove et al., (2012) in three types of formations:
Pre-formation (practices are not integrated with each other), formation
(practices link to each other and are co-existent or co-dependent), and

Pre-formation

Formation

De-formation

Links are not made, yet

Links are being made

Links are no
longer present

Practice 1

Practice 1

Practice 1

Meanings

Materials

Meanings

Competence

Meanings

Materials

Materials

Meanings

Competence

Practice 2

Materials

Meanings

Competence

Meanings

Competence

Practice 3

Materials

Materials

Meanings

Competence

Practice 2

Materials

Competence

Meanings

Competence

Practice 3

Materials

Meanings

Competence

Practice 2

Materials

Competence

Practice 3

Inspired by Shove et al., 2012, p. 83

Figure 3: Links are yet to be made, or broken

Shove et al., (2012) emphasize the need for characterizing the linkages between practices when describing the relations between them,
cles at once. Sometimes merely co-existing, sometimes co-depending,
the resulting patterns of cross-practice connection are inextricably inon the co-location and co-existence of practices” (Shove et al., 2012, p.
on each other they constitute complexes. These complexes can not be
grated combinations, some so dense that they constitute new entities
9

tion of multiple practices forms bundles and complexes is described by
interlock with one another” (Spurling et al., 2013, p. 12). In this context,
they present two ways of which practices interlock. They can interlock
in synchronization of where and when activities take place and they can

tice relation using the three types of formations (pre-formation, forma-

2.1.1 Perspectives of other theories

p. 12).

We further ask ourselves what other theoretical perspectives could

We use this framework in several different ways. In chapter 3 we investigate how work practices have changed throughout history, as we
-

stem from a social science perspective, namely Communities of Practice (CoP) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT).

competence and the relative positioning of one practice with respect to
others” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 145). As these practices are explored as
interwoven, they are described as bundles of practices of which constitute the practice of work as a practice-as-entity. We discover how the
practice is interlocked in synchronizations, and how the disruption of
elements of which the practice consist, can disrupt the whole bundle of
practices. We furthermore use the model of elements to explain how
changing one of the elements can create a ripple effect to the other
elements and thereby shape new elements, resulting in practices becoming ex-practices, as links between the elements are no longer being
development that constitutes the way we work today.
In chapter 4 we present the vast variety of shared practices of practitioners of advising engineering organizations. We further use the model
of three elements of practice, to pinpoint elements in which these praWe analyze how these practices change, shifting the location of where
the practice of work takes place, describing how the elements connect
practices can be interlinked with other practices through an inter-prac-

2003, p. 1). CoPs are described as self-organizing systems that are
created from people that interact on a regular basis that share a set of
problems, concerns, or are passionate about a topic. Through this inoped from things that matter to people and are informally bound by
what the participants of the community do together. They can arise
derstood as groups of people who regularly learn together and from
each other because they care about the same real-life problems” (Pyrko
et al., 2019). Such communities are described to be found within businesses, across business units, and across company boundaries. They
practice exists because it produces a shared practice as members enunderstanding of practice within the community is created amongst the
participants.
Using the theoretical framework of CoP depends on us having access to
the communities in which we wish to investigate. A way of approaching
10

by investigating how knowledge travels in and across communities in
the online communities within an advising engineering organization.

ment was created, before moving to a phase of enrolment.

ons change when a practice within these communities is changed, hence investigating how a change of practice can affect these communities.

Although the three different theoretical perspectives described in this
chapter, all stem from social science, they all have a very different nature of theorizing the social. We recognize that ANT follows the actors, relations, and controversies, whilst CoP follows knowledge within
communities and PT follows the practices, hence materials, meaning,
and competence of individuals. Thus, these perspectives conceptualize

ANT proposes that relations, both human and non-human are a part of

between them in different ways.

composed of humans (and nonhumans) who are aligned in networks of
different extent” (Michael, 2017, p. 3). These nonhuman actors shape
the network and furthermore shape the inter-relations between human
actors (Michael, 2017). To investigate those relations is also to investigate how controversies emerge, develop, and close in such networks
model which can guide the researcher into building relations between
actors. The four moments of translation; problematization, interessea general process called translation, during which the identity of actors,
the possibility of interaction and the margins of manoeuvre are nego-

2.2 Collection of Emperical Material
This section serves as an explanation of the empirical material we
have collected in order to conduct the analysis further presented in
the thesis and their respective company, since we have chosen to hide
their identities for the sake of remaining anonymous.
Our analysis is conducted on the basis of engagement from employers
and the organizations will thus be referred to as follows; organization
total of eleven employees and employers participated for the contri-

cal framework of ANT could have been by discovering how different
controversies appear in work-from-home settings, hence identifying
the controversies that might appear in the relations of human, as well
the four moments of translation would have provided a guideline for
the involvement of different actors, highlighting what actions should be
-

narrow, hence the research conducted might not be representative
for the whole target group (of advising engineering organizations in
general) or for every employee within each of the three organizations.
The initial aim was to involve a greater number of participants, howblishing contact, conducting interviews, performing workshops, and
see grey box below.
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Process box: Establishment of Contact; different approaches
ganizations that we recognized as potential collaborators. Our initial
wish to thoroughly investigate. By email correspondence, we got in
contact with two leading actors from company N, whom we soon after
with our goal for the thesis. Through this meeting, it was agreed that
we could have a close collaboration and we therefore created an illustrative invitation for their employees to take part in a variety of worksestablishing contact with this particular organization, sending emails
back and forth, and adapting the invitation to what the organization
saw as suitable for their employees. After a long correspondence, with
ring this long period of time we chose to initiate contact with other
organizations, due to a concern of the collaboration with organization N
among others. We quickly became aware that this approach did not
one person at a time through email. The invitation was to one works-

We have below illustrated how the participants are connected to each

Organization:

N

Organization:

Informants:

Organization:

R

NL1

NL2

N1

N2

I

Informants:

Informants:

R1

R2

R3

IL1

IL2

I1

I2

Figure 3: Links are yet to be made, or broken

with a leading role within the organization, hence anonymized to the

that are anonymized in the same way; participants with a leading role
leading roles of this organization, even though we saw it necessary.
We make this distinction of the participants because we believe they
can contribute with different perspectives to how a framework can be
designed. We intend for the framework to be usable for actors in leading roles in order to accommodate the individual needs of the emplo-

if it demanded too much commitment (if we invited them to multiple
workshops at once). This approach led to the establishment of contact

from each other.

establish collaboration through previous collaborators. By doing so, we

borative design processes can enable the participation of those who

establish more collaborations we created a short video, presenting us
https://www.youtube.

Throughout this thesis, we have used a Participatory Design (PD)

2012, p. 2). We believe that employees themselves should be a central part of designing their work model, because it affects their work
12

to facilitate a physical collaborative design process, it was unfortunately not possible. This meant that we could not use the PD mindset to
-

sen, 2012, p. 2) anyway.

To enable the participation of employees and employers in our three
chosen advising engineering organizations, we facilitated a number of
sis for our analysis. This takes you through when the different participants were involved, what the involvement was about as well as

2.2.1 Negotiation Spaces
As PD in itself does not suggest any particular methods for designing a
collaborative design process, we supplemented it with the framework
of Negotiation Spaces (Pedersen, 2020). Pedersen (2020) argues that
facilitating collective interpretation, and reframing during a collaborative design process” (Pedersen, 2020, p. 60). This framework provides
us with a guide for actions to take when facilitating spaces that actively
involve participants, taking three main aspects into account: 1) Staging
moves, 2) facilitating negotiations and 3) reframing. This framework
was used to design and facilitate spaces of involvement through a total
We make a distinction between workshops and interventions as these
spaces vary in what happened before, during and after.
2.2.2 Boundary Objects

WHEN

DISSEMINATION OBJECT

WHO

PURPOSE

01/02-21

Possible participants

Establishing contact

04/02-21

Organization N

Establishing contact

16/02-21

Organization N

Establishing collaboration

Process line

Zoom

17/02-21

Organization N

Creating interest

Flyer

E-mail

19/02-21

Ka-Ching

Getting inspiration

02/03-21

Organization N

Creating interest

Flyer

E-mail

02/03-21

Possible participants

Invitation to workshop

Flyer

LinkedIn

05/03-21

Organization R

Creating interest

Flyer

E-mail

05/03-21

Organization I

Creating interest

Flyer

E-mail

05/03-21

Sustainable Design alumni

Creating interest

Flyer

Facebook/ LinkedIn

09/03-21

Potential participants

Creating interest

Video

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
E-mail
E-mail

Zoom

15/03-21

Potential participants

Creating interest

Video

E-mail/LinkedIn

17/03-21

Participant R1

Online Workshop

Exercises

Zoom

18/03-21

Participant I1 & I2

Online Workshop

Exercises

Zoom

25/03-21

Participant N1

Online Workshop

Exercises

Zoom

29/03-21

Participant N2

Online Workshop

Exercises

Zoom

06/04-21

Participant R2 & R3

Online Workshop

Exercises

Zoom

20/05-21

Participant NL1 & NL2

Online Intervention

Story boards

Zoom

20/05-21

Possible participants

Invitation to intervention

Video

E-mail/ LinkedIn

26/05-21

Participant IL1

Online Intervention

Story boards

Zoom

27/05-21

Participant IL2

E-mail correspondance

Story boards

E-mail

transportation of knowledge and the creation of dialogue between difa shared syntax, while it provides a means for mutual understanding
tings. Especially in connection to our online workshops and interventiUser Stories and pre-made templates for conducting exercises throughout our workshops (Image X). These enabled the creation of a knowledge-sharing space between us and the participants.

Figure 3: Links are yet to be made, or broken
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2.2.3 Storyboards
2.2.4 Fishbone Diagram
In the process of identifying elements which are causing unsustainable
work practices in physical and remote work sites, we used the method
gakis, 2016, p. 120). The effect can both be a problem statement or the

bone represents a practice that entails several breakdowns which are
causing the effect of unsustainable work practices.
Process box: Project Planning
which are invented by ourselves, some taking inspiration from other
the duration of two weeks. At the end of every two weeks we evaluated the process, considering points as to; stop doing, start doing, do
rough most of the period in which the thesis was conducted, we crea-

preferred to perform that given task.
14

3

THE HISTORICAL
TRACE OF THE
WORK PRACTICE

Through a recap of the pre-industrial societies, we trace the history of the work practice back to the stone age. We know from Shove et al.
is why we investigate how the practice has changed through the four industrial revolutions, forming the industrial and the information society.
mances are enacted over time and by the scale and commitment of the cohorts involved” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 101), to understand how the
past has shaped the present.

minate the fact that a transition toward more individualized work models is needed.

-

15

3.1 Pre-industrial Societies
The very beginning of human societies started with the stone age. It is
the earliest and longest known societal period of humankind and lasted
The technology at this time was limited and as the name indicates,
this time societies were characterized as small-scale, where everyone
bor due to different requirements for different practices, among others,

caused societal inequalities, especially with a distinction between worin the competencies needed to work, happened. Because men are biologically stronger, they had the best prerequisite to become warriors
and women therefore had to stay behind and manage the production of
cy of males who specialized in politics, religion, and warfare” (Edgell
a hierarchy and with control of crops causing surpluses, this resulted

men gathered and prepared food. Everyone participated in the building
The societal inequalities further increased in the Agrarian society,
which began approximately 5000 years ago and lasted until the late

and synchronized adap-tation as circumstances change (some practices
together constituted a general understanding of the practice: ‘building
plus, hence there were no economic inequalities in the market (Edgell
the survival of the group required co-operation rather than competitive
behavior (Schwartz, 1990).

in this period was characterized by gardening with the cultivation of
plants, using new technologies such as digging sticks and hoes made of
for tools and weapons, led to the creation of a more reliable economic
surplus, an increase in the size of the population, and the differentiation

by the practice of farming as the dominant work activity. The technological development of the plough and the use of animal power, increagrowth led to a greater diversity of occupations and the emergence of
urban centres in which the use of money became the preferred medium
into cities, which was the beginning of urbanization that became the
the material element of the working practice (going from human power
to animal power) the social hierarchy increased with the upper class
specializing in ownership of land and people, and the lower class tawas male dominated and concerned with governing as their main work
practice and education on warfare and religion as a privileged leisure
activity. On the contrary, the lower class was female dominated including productive work, such as farming. The change of the material ele16

for muscle-power increased to an extent where the meaning for the
farming practice changed. Although the activities of farming were fundamental for the survival of the societies, it was associated negatively

minant designs of material elements. Thus when a niche-innovation,
such as the plough, becomes dominant (meaning that there no lon-

from the ability to engage in politics or spiritual contemplation” (Edgell

shows how disruptions of one element can change not only one practice but a bundle of practices with their own meanings and competencies. In the case of the pre-industrial societies, the shift in the dominant
designs led to an increase in inequalities and societal hierarchies which

are also relevant in thinking about how they change and diffuse” (p.
130) and it was in the Agrarian period that the separation between

pat-terns like those based on co-location, sometimes turn into stickier

life. Practices formed in these pre-industrial societies, also created a
stently and persistently integrated through repeatedly similar performances” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 13). Thus, constituting a stabilization in
the way (and by who) work was performed.

household being the unit of production as well as consumption for its

3.2 Industrial Revolutions

2011). Practices shape each other based on their sites and settings,

since the production, as well as the consumption, took place at home
To summarize, the pre-industrial societies have developed from the
Stone Age characterized by small scale societies, with equal contributions to work, to the Agrarian society characterized by a greater inethe pre-industrial period, there was a shift in the way people perceived
learning and how they accomplished work practices differently (Edgell
adults and achieved practical experiences within informal circumstanconcerned with specialist knowledge achieved in formal circumstances
of schools, which emerged with the increased division of work labor
great example of how practices are interlinked through the force of do-

technological developments which provided new opportunities. The
the steam engine, which initiated the use of machinery, replacing human and animal power and thereby shifting once again, the material
element of the work practice. With this new dominant design inline,

changes of this time. Over the years great technological developments
have led to further transformation of society and affected work opportunities radically.
In the early 20th century, the second industrial revolution took place. The development of electrical power created new work practices
behind assembly lines concerned with mass production (Shatrevich
17

20th century with the development of electronics and IT as a means to
ned with information communication technologies, by merging real and
The Industrial Society

The Information Society

shaped the work practices of today. An investigation of the past is thereby important in order to understand the present. In the following sections we will elaborate on these periods and account for the technological and social factors constituting work practices from the past until
today.

Beginning of 21st century

4th Industrial Revolution
Degree of complexity

y

3rd Industrial Revolution

3.2.1 The Industrial Society
and became a transformation of work in western countries during the

Early 20th century

2nd Industrial Revolution

gine revolutionized the work industry and is today known by the vast

y

1st Industrial Revolution

Figure X: The Four Industrial Revolutions

Time

monly referred to as the Industrial society, whereas the third and fourth
industrial revolutions constitute the post-industrial society, also referred to as the knowledge society (
). These aspects are important because:
“Industrial revolutions can be regarded as moments of
change and disruption in multiple areas related to society
and economy. They are based on the evolution of human
knowledge and may change values, behaviors, the
management of economic activities and the balance of
power on a regional or global scale” (Bonciu, 2017, p. 9).

civilization” (Bonciu, 2017, p. 9). As earlier mentioned, practices are
inter-linked through one or several of the three elements of materials, competencies and meanings. When the material element of muscle-power became replaceable with the steam engine it did not only
change the practice of farming, but multiple practices made use of this
dominant invention. Thus, shaping new meanings and competencies
eventually making the pre-industrial practice of farming an ex-practice (
). The radical innovations at
this time affected not only the earlier stabilized practice of work, but
and urban life, the change of education and, in the end, the perception
about the world and the world economy as a whole” (Bonciu, 2017, p.
7). People were no longer only associating survival with farming (as
in the pre-industrial times) but instead with increasing income, which
18

ctice-historians might also follow individual elements as they change
over time” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 32). The meaning of the work practice
changed (

).

idea was to separate hand and brain, with managers responsible for
eth century, and in many situations prevail right up to the present day”
-

Figure X: How the practice of work, within farming changed from the meaning of survival,
to being about generating income, which creates the foundation for multiple practices.

The urbanization created an increased need for transportation. To acblishment and design of assembly lines, used for the mass production
mass production of standardized goods, allowing for productivity gains
and the pursuit of economies of scale whereby the unit cost can be

factories was much reliant on the synchronization and sequenced practice of the workers, resulting in a highly collective work model, which
often been achieved at a great human cost, reducing many workers to

new way of working, labor movements started to spread all over the
In Denmark, this movement arose with inspiration especially from New
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The desire was to achieve a threefold division of the day, consisting of
demonstrated every year for this cause and after 30 years, in 1919,
history of the labor movement. At this time, a normal workday became
-

of individual practices and hence for the collection of practices that are,
forming the working practice became clearly separated from practices
performed in the home, which resulted in the association of the work
practice changing to a more diverse matter. Surplus were no longer the
focal point of peoples concern, which made room for new purposes
such as social status and family life. Thus, making the purpose of working more connected with individual preferences (
).

1900 (Abildgaard, n.d.). This division of labor and leisure time was in
1926 supported by the danish reigning Prime Minister, Thorvald Stauman time for a family life, which was not known in my childhood. The
father may have time to deal with his children, participate in upbringing
2020).
bor market, due to the shortage of labor, which had increased since
the economic recovery took place (Danmarkshistorien.dk, 2011). The
increase in the employment of women happened during a parallel development within the structure of society. This resulted in an increase
home. Women went from being the primary person enabling all household functions, to gaining an increasingly important role in the labor
market (Danmarkshistorien.dk, 2011). Until then household functions
dk, 2011). This historical event also created a need for the division between working and leisure time, because external factors such as ‘being
leisure time affected the work practice in which the site of the work

across the cultural landscape as a whole” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 3637). Practices are thus affected not only by the dynamics of the three
elements (materials, competencies and meanings), but also to the site
in which the practice is performed and by practices closely connected
to each individual person.
20

3.2.2 The Information Society
During the third industrial revolution the technological development of
electronics and IT made it possible for a new synchronization of practices to form. The development meant that the nature of the workplace
changed from a mass production economy to a service economy (Narayanan et. al., 2017). It is well established by scholars that the development of technologies such as the personal computer (PC) changed
time that a distinction between blue and white-collar workers took off.
ople working with manual labor were stereotypically expected to be in
only color worn by manual laborers (it was primarily dark toned co-

we will from now on only look at the work practices associated with
white-collar workers.

low skill and eliminating the most boring and repetitive tasks within
increasing productivity would damage the work lives of the employees.

paper records from elsewhere. By coordinating information through a
database most of the direct handover of documents and conversations
ons as to why, are among others, that technology can save the emplo-

Though the PC is a relatively new invention (with the PC era being from
material element of the work practice related to white-collar work. The

The technological development did not only change the way in which
-

PCs were used for word processors, spreadsheets and databases. This
indicates that the use of the PC in work practices was centered around
-

work at different sites (Shove et al., 2012). In the 1970s the term telecommuting was introduced. The main idea behind this way of working

man, 2012). Although the software application possibilities were limi21

the combination of computer and telecommunications technology has
involve information processing to work at terminals in their own hoIn 1995 commercial vendors were able to provide the world with the
the virtual world now becoming available. The development opened
(IT)” (Baruch, 2000, p. 34). Technology was then described to be the
commercialization of the internet, further development of software apsman, 2012). Through this development, the application of web-based
email was created. This software was on another machine where access happened through a web network. Meaning, that the information needed from others to perform certain work tasks was now avaithe internet, there appeared to be an increase in the use of computers
al. (2002) describes that employees who used computers permanently,
often worked with time pressure and little control of the work process,
(nearly) all of their working hours” (Andries et. al., 2010, p. 446).
As it slowly became more popular for organizations to offer employees
laptops created new opportunities for employees to change their work
-

and the ability to access mobile workers who are traveling or working
technology also made it possible for the employees to save time on
commuting to and from work and they could hence use this time to
tion to this the employees showed signs of both physical and mental
strain (Andries et. al., 2010). This thereby had some negative effects
On the contrary, there were also constraints, seen from an organizatitechnology and the time it takes to commute but rather were related
to supervisor unwillingness, concern about lack of visibility to management, household distractions, and a lack of self-discipline to do the
cerned with the loyalty of the employees working remotely.
of others which are no longer performed, or not performed as frequentplemented by a whole range of other (mainly wireless) devices that are
2012). The technology used in correlation to work practices are extended to online, mobile and social media platforms making manual tools
less adequate. The platforms are described to improve communication
and the connection with customers and thereby, increasing the reveweb-based applications to wireless devices, it was possible to carry a
range of pocket devices that support email and other applications that
sman, 2012). An application such as the email has been recognized
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fact that we feel the need to respond to email quickly is not due to
the speed of data transmission, or the frequency of communication, but
because of collective norms that have built up about appropriate reapplications, but the norms that exist within an organization and their
underlying culture. Even though it is common to imagine the employears. Actually, the amount of time people spends with their family has
increased. The pressure and feeling of bustle are here described not
to stem from technology, but the priorities and cultural values we set

achieve communication and sharing of knowledge between a team of

technology can be used to govern and impose control of employees,
ni, 2020).
The internet (and the applications that followed) can be seen as the design that affects the stabilization of the work practice the most. When
provided with such extreme amounts of data and intensive knowledge,
people are able to be enlightened in a way not possible prior to the
internet. This makes room for people to (a greater extent than before)
take a stand and thereby see new possibilities that they did not know
about before. Perceptions on how to be, live and act are now affected
seek knowledge from minorities and from their own point of view. Thus,
shifting their elements of meanings and competencies in relation to the
new material element (i.e., the internet).

Figure X: How the internet has affected the shift
towards even more individualized work practices.
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Thus, the internet is acting as the facilitator of even more individualization as it becomes normalized to seek information outside conventional
sources.
shows how the work practice is no longer stabilized,
due to the fact that people now establish socially shared meanings
complex bundles of practices connected to work.

which others compete (and collaborate)” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 91). We
ctory of development that has constituted the way we work today (see
). We recognized how different dominant designs have affected
from the stone age, through the industrial revolutions, we can more
easily understand how the working practice has stabilized and again
rity today. This can make us able to create changes which can potentially lead to structural changes that can push the current collective
established ways of thinking and working are overturned, as when dominant dis-courses crumble and paradigms shift” (Shove et al., 2012,

Figure X: The dominant designs related to the
trajectory of development for the practice of work

work models towards more individual work models is required, since work practices have become more individualized and dependent on
multiple different aspects.

3.3 Society of Today
The societal changes towards more individualized work models have
barely evolved in line with the 3rd and 4th industrial revolutions. Today
-

for gainful employment” (Zürcher, 2017, p. 164).
minant forces resulting in and perpetuating distinctive concentrations
and accumula-tions of human and other resources, and consequently

-

employee loyalty and commitment when having the opportunity to
24

as a source of worker satisfaction and the importance of coworkers in
working long hours. One of the danish proponents for shorter work
whether or not working from home leads to more or less work-family
was seen as cost-effective to work from home because of the options to
-

-

increases the permeability of boundaries between work and non-work
domains because the physical boundaries between the two contexts
Appendix X: Work-life Balance)
which according to Marsh (2010, May) can be achieved by attending to
four sides in humans: The Intellectual, the emotional, the spiritual and

2010, may @3.12).
According to the national board of health (i.e., Sundhedsstyrelsen),
mental health can be protected through different factors, categorized

years ago. At the same time, we are all longing for more time. Time has
She points to the fact that we no longer live in the industrial society
and it therefore is not the length of the work time that determines how
many tasks we get done. Instead, we live in an information and knowledge-based society, where our brains are the main production facility.
many tasks you get done in a day” (TEDx Talks, 2020, @1:44-1:53).
of B-society. She shares the perception that we are currently operating
She argues that value at that time was material in the form of products,
identical work hours, a set work location, and the same work rhythm,
work is becoming invisible in its characteristic processes. Today, over

therefore design our own work practices in accordance.
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found that even though the cases were different, a certain mental pat-

3.3.1 The COVID-19 Pandemic as a Window-of-opportunity

we must engage in continuously as our circumstances and priorities

the spread of COVID-19, were now so severe that it was categorized

the employees are individually independent and therefore more or less
able to structure their own work model.
The research and statements provided by the former, correspond well
to what we found when investigating the historical trace of the work
practice. We saw how the work practice changed from a stabilized
of different practices more focused on individual elements (section X,
X, X). Due to the availability of information provided by the internet
(discussed in section 3.2.2 The Information Society
ments (materials, competencies and meanings) are affected very differently, making the collective work models unsuitable for what is now
(TEDx Talks, 2020), that the fact that work models of today are collective, is disconnecting from the individualized evolution of the work
individualized work models is needed. We will argue that a transition
is achieved with the occurrence of radical new innovation and through
the theoretical lenses of Practice Theory, when practices surrounding

led to a global emergency preparedness and on March 11, 2020 the
Danish government announced a complete lockdown of the country
organizations and essentially every working human (without a critical
societal role) to quickly change and adapt to the new normal of working
of employers inside the danish borders were working from their own
homes, during the lockdown, which led to work and interactions being
conducted almost solely online. Changing the site of the work practice
to such a degree, must evidently cause disruptions with the way prac(as well as access to the internet) attaches to all work-related practices
even more than before (Shove et al., 2012) and becomes an indispensable material element.
have already experienced the opportunities as well as the consequen(e.g., Bernsen, 2020, March 25; Pedersen, 2020, November 6; Vilien,
describe how organizations have been equipped differently to the shift
into a virtual worksite, depending on how digitized they already were
ganizations who already worked with a high degree of digitization on
a day-to-day basis, 2) organizations who needed one last push to take
digital tools into seriously use and 3) organizations for whom digitali26

te-collar employees with considerable experience who work alone or
te-collar workers have been working remotely at some point during the
pandemic.
Participants meet on time, are better prepared and not as easily interrupted (see appendix X Effectivity and Productivity
Minbaeva, 2020b).

illustrates how the organizational energy

the situation and a spirit of togetherness is dominating the attitude.
Minbaeva, 2020a). The curve has the possibility of continuing in three
different directions according to how each company manages to take

and many were involuntarily isolated from any social contact apart from

people are in need of physical touch and presence and if not obtained
loneliness can occur, due to the lack of oxytocin. The relation between
isolation and loneliness is one of the largest obstacles for virtual workers (Bartel et al., 2012). It is especially the notion of silence that afcomes out is the notion of drowning into the silence, being silenced
by my reliance on expected engagement like face-to-face interactions,
and being silenced by the aggravated loneliness under remote work”
Other health-related issues of this sudden change to a completely virtual site, is the connection to physical inactivity and the cause of zoom
fatigueness (
this great increase in computer-related activities caused by the pan-

Figure X: Curve, illustrating the possibilities for
organizational energy (Navrbjerg & Minbaeva, 2020a).

lack of physical activity, leading to physical inactivity” (Selamet, 2020,
p. 2). Not only does this kind of inactivity affect your physical health,
it can also affect your cognitive skills when communicating (Thorsen,
2021, March 5). The drastic increase in video meetings resulted in the
software Zoom becoming the leading software for video conferencing
(Bailenson, 2021). Bailenson (2021) explains how the cognitive load
on people during continuous video meetings can have psychological
consequences, which he calls zoom fatigueness. During video conferences our brain works harder than during physical meetings, because
face-to-face interaction and nonverbal communications are much more
demanding (Thorsen, 2021, March 5). It is natural to get tired of looking
at yourself and especially at such a close range as it is when using software like Zoom. Moreover, due to basic human instinct our brains are
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not equipped to be within this short range of other peoples faces and
mance (Thorsen, 2021, March 5). But because the rational and logical
part of our brains knows that this is not the case, the cognitive load is
huge (Bailenson, 2021). Nonetheless, the solution is not necessarily to
quently realize that audio-only conversations suffer as groups become
larger. Inferring the attention of others is nearly impossible once there

et al., 2020). Especially people with biking as their preferred vehicle, to
and from their physical worksite felt the biggest deprivation, whereas

Working solely online thus meant that individuals were unable to attend to their physical and emotional side, as stated essential by Marsh
(2010, May). And as stated in the previous section (3.3 Society of Today)
remote work has the ability to increase the permeability of boundaries.
sequence of the blurring of boundaries between work and home” (p.
757) during the lockdown. In other words, the soft line between work
time and leisure time, in correlation to a large amount of computer usa-

2020). The use of electricity especially increased during the daytime
throughout the week, where people usually would have been at their
physical worksite (see appendix X Workplace and employee expenses). On the other hand, not much changed during the weekend. This
could potentially lead to, not only an increase in consumer bills (Chen
et al,. 2020) but an increase in overall energy consumption, because

restricted the possibility to preserve or achieve a work-life balance.
Other effects of the sudden change in the site are more environmentally related. As we moved into our homes the need for transportaticreating both a delayed morning load and reducing morning peaks”
(Chen, et al. 2020, p. 2). If compared to each other the average of trafof the year 2021 (see appendix X: Transportation). Especially intereEnvironment Agency, 2020) it is valuable to recognize how a shift to
working remotely has the potential of decreasing this number. Even

be related to the fact that riding the bike is considered a contribution
state how commuting time is important as they saw how a correlation
between the increase in commuting time corresponded with a decrease
in deprivation.
Because the pandemic affected the amount of time spent at the phy-

practice being conducted at both sites simultaneously.
a full-bodied revolution, the detachment of work from place is undeniably an important aspect of the changing nature of work in the twenhow a radical but temporary shift in the standardized work model was
possible. It did not only force people to work differently, it also forced
perly expected. Could the COVID-19 pandemic be the push needed for
the transition towards individualized work models? Is it time to learn
from the past and present experiences and design the next revolution
of work? As the foundation for this thesis, we wish to explore the pandemic as a window-of-opportunity for investigating the disruption with
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the collective work model. As a great experiment the pandemic has the
possibility of showing us the opposite of business-as-usual and we are
therefore able to extract new information based on the new experience
of remote work. We believe that the pandemic can give us a great view
of different perspectives on how practices around work are and could
be performed in the future.

3.4 Sub-conclusion

We have through chapter 3 explored the historical trace of the work
rough synchronization where the meaning of survival circulatated between practitioners (Shove et al., 2012). In line with the developments
characterizing the historical period of the industrial society and thereby
ment of meaning for the work practice.

with practitioners current work practices.
We then went on to unfold different perspectives, learnings and consequences caused by the global pandemic of COVID-19. With the intent
to open up the possibility of this sudden and radical shift in work sites,
we will explore if the pandemic has created a window-of-opportunity
for constituting individualized work models.
During the investigation of the work practice through time, we have
discovered aspects that must be considered when designing a framarized into the followed design criteria where...

We have explained how different dominant designs, in the form of
technological improvements such as the invention of the computer,
work practice. This provided insight to how the third and fourth indu-

(Shove et al., 2012, p. 33) and thereby how the work practice went
dualized through the course of time. We then proceeded to investigate
whether the now individualized work practice can function in the colmodel was intended to suit the work practice as an entity and therefore
does not consider individual needs, preferences and practices. By tracing the work practice through time we can thereby conclude that there
29

4

PRACTITIONERS IN
ADVISING ENGINEERING
O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

In the following section, we will shortly describe the reasoning for our choice of collaborators, as well as present the background for the emour target group of white-collar workers, are dealing with offering remote work. We will furthermore elaborate on their concerns in relation
to the changing sites of work.
Subsequently, we will explore practices of employees working within the three organizations. Their practices have been investigated through
online workshops, which serves the foundation of the analysis. Through analysing data gathered from different exercises in the online workshops, we will start by exploring practices as observable behavior, afterwards moving into understanding the complexity of practices-as-entiti-
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4.1 Our Collaboration with Advising Engineering
Organizations

control over who has an assignment, what the assignment is about, and
in making demands of the employees because they do not have a for-

that white-collar employees are typically not restricted by large tools
are easier transported from one location to another (see Appendix XX:
tensive, white-collar employees with considerable experience who
work alone or whose output can be measured” (p. 21) making them our
-

2021). Although this policy is not a part of their work methods, it does
not mean that they do not wish to offer employees the opportunity of
performing work from home or elsewhere. It seems that their need for
including a policy for remote work stems from a need to have more control of what the employees actually are doing when working remotely,
and thereby not in order to accommodate the needs of the employees.
A more strict approach was presented by organization N as they
expressed a need for including demands for the employees in such po-

places of work that could potentially become our own. In this process,
different businesses. Taking these points into consideration, we chose
to contact a variety of advising engineering organizations with headquarters located in Denmark. This led to the establishment of contact with
three advising engineering organizations. These are all large-scale ad-

4.2 The Organizations Relations to Remote Work
Through a meeting and an online intervention with two employers

Organization I, had another approach in regards to their work model.
employees can work in time slots of their own choice. We are unsure
-

we discovered how this organization currently do not have a policy reat all, or yes, one can say the one we have is that we do not really offer
-

is not necessarily applied, as it depends on the demands of the employer of the section in which the employee is a part.

that both organizations are putting a lot of responsibility on the emplo31

having received any tools or guidance on how to do so. This shows
that their way of currently handling their employees working remotely,
lacks an understanding of the individualized work practice, as both oremployees are.
Although these organizations seem to have different approaches to reslation. This legislation still applies when the work is carried out from
This legislation applies to employees working from home from one day
gislation.

-

Organization I, had a concern about what their physical work site should
ce space has become too small for every employee to have their own
time having hired more employees within the recent year, than their ofemployees is performed, can affect the elements of which the practice
and competence depending on the site of which the work is performed,
thus these elements are mutually shaping (Shove et al., 2012).
zation I is not only due to lack of space and the big renovation currently

Besides having thoughts on how the work should be performed remotely, the three organizations expressed concerns about the actual shift
N struggles with how they can accommodate the material needs of
fruit, coffee, tea, dry cleaning service, massage, there are many services

access to all these services stems from it leading to the organization
not being able to offer similar services in the future. This is because, if
can get the good prices. But if we suddenly have half that number of

reducing the amount of transportation carried out by the employees of
of environmental goals in the organizations seems like a great idea, it
individual work practice. It seems that they do not consider the needs
constitutes their work practice.
It seems that the work models for remote work, as presented by the
organizations, are not considering the needs of the individual employees. Even though organization I, attempt to align the work practice of
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the employees with their respective employer, they do not provide any
Process box: Purpose of Online Workshop and Exercise One
organizations have expressed the desire to offer remote work opportunities to a greater extent, after the pandemic. But as it seems now
they struggle making it a reality and have the risk of falling back to old
patterns after the lockdown requirements are lifted.

The vision of an organizational agenda is achieved through practices
performed by the employees, who each contribute in different ways
In order to recognize the needs, we aimed to investigate work practices of employees working in the three organizations. This was done
through online workshops with a total of seven employees from the
three organizations, who participated either alone or together as colleagues in groups of two. The workshop consisted of the following four
Box X
Cons described in Box X, and outputs of these two exercises are presented and analyzed in section 4.4 Work Practices of Practitioners. At
last, information gathered from the fourth exercise (Barometer) is used
in section
. The information gained through
online workshops with the seven employees provides the foundation
of our analysis of employees working within advising engineering orselection of the total data gathered (Appendix X Quote mapping

-

as practitioners carrying out practices. Thus, we will throughout our
analysis refer to them accordingly.

In the aim of identifying practices related to working in advising enginethe framework of negotiation spaces (Section 2.2.1), we facilitated a
space for participants to interpret and express concerns in relation to
the problem framing of physical attendance vs. remote work. The space
was developed and facilitated through the theoretical perspective of
Communities of Practice (CoP), which was the initial theoretical appro(Box XCoP)
tacit knowledge exists among members engaging in shared communities on a regular basis. As a means to bring voice to tacit knowledge
Section
2.2.2
cises, which guided the structure of the workshop. The spaces were
facilitated through the online platform Miro (an online whiteboard for
visual collaboration), which was used as a main stage for the workshop. Using this platform as the main stage for the negotiations, participants were thereby able to create, move and negotiate elements
that supported the dialogue based on the four exercises. As several
the participants invited into the space and taking feedback of previous
workshops into account.
Engaging into the space with only the prior knowledge of the particiMapping) was to understand how the employees in their daily work,
through different tasks, contribute and create value for the respective
organization. Participants were asked to map work tasks on post-its
and place them in a template (
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knowledge abstracted from this exercise provided only information
about the observable behavior, however it served as a foundation for
further investigation of practices as entities.

employees working in advising engineering organizations. The empirical data gathered for this purpose was as mentioned achieved through
(Box X). Each participant was asked to write down as many work tasks
exercise was supported by clarifying questions. The participants sha-

Figure X: Mapping of Work Tasks

The Sequence Mapping was changed and re-framed as we learned
through workshops with different participants. The changes were done
diating knowledge. The initial template invited the participant to map
work-related tasks of a typical workday in a sequence from morning

very different which tasks you perform in relation to the working day.”
-

of time on the phone talking to different people” (N2, online workshop,
March 29, 2021). Comments like these were written down on post-its
representing work practices performed by the respective participant.
by the participants themselves) and included: Attending check-in memore (

).

In the processing of the collected data, similarities occurred among the
practices of each employee. When comparing the individual lists of
work practices, similarities were recognized and despite our relatively
small group of participants, it provided insights into multiple shared
practices of working within advising engineering organizations. The
lectively shared practices, illustrated in

this exercise, we shared our own typical study related work tasks as a
means to spark the imagination.
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Process box: Exercise Two and Three
Exercise two and three of the online workshops were (like exercise
one) developed in accordance with the initial theoretical perspective of
Communities of Practice (CoP). The purpose of exercise two, called The
Matrix, was to understand how each work task (those mentioned by
the participants in exercise one) was best performed according to the
participants themselves. We wanted to get insight into the preferred
location (physical or remote) and whether they wished to perform the
(Box XCoP) the exercise would preferably provide insights into when
employees engage in communities by sharing knowledge in collaboration with others and moreover when employees engage in the orga-

Figure X: 4.0

ledge on their work prior to and whilst being in a pandemic lockdown.

Each of the seven shared practices is thus constituted by several practices of the individuals. The shared work practice: Development work,
is for example constituted by individual practices such as preparation
of communication/process plans, brainstorming, analyzing data etc.
participant and provides an insight into more general shared practices
across the three organizations (Shove et al., 2012).
tices, served as a crucial starting point for the sake of understanding
core practices of employees working within advising engineering or-

analysis will be presented in the following.

Figure X: The Matrix
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(Carlile, 2002). Using the platform Miro, the participants could place
their formerly mentioned work tasks (from The Sequence Mapping) in
the matrix depending on how they themselves preferred to perform
2) remote teamwork through virtual platforms, 3) individual work tasks
performed with physical attendance at work and 4) remote individual
were encouraged to place their work tasks more to the corner or even
between the four categories, according to their priorities.

perspective on the two work sites, in order to better understand what
a potential good work practice could be for each individual. Thus,
possible in order to get the participant to associate this exercise with
commonly known pros and cons-lists (
).
showed how the positive aspects of physical attendance are typically
the opposite of the negative aspects of remote work and vice versa.
Even though it to some extent was a given, it had the possibility of steering the conversation depending on which aspects were talked about
physical attendance, it sparked a conversation on why it was seen as
of a conversation as to why.

cal attendance and remote work, (used in exercise two and three) can
be understood very differently depending on the individual. Our initial
but it became clear that for the participants it could also be understood as at a certain work site or other places where physical attendance
remote work, can either be seen as virtual work or working at facilities
that are not part of the organization, e.g., a café or at home. These different perspectives should not necessarily be ranked according to each
other but being aware of what perspective the participant is using, can
be crucial for the outcome and mutual understanding of the conversati-

Figure X: Pros and Cons

positive as well as negative aspects of physical attendance and remote work.

syntax at the boundary between us and them. In retrospect, the online
prior to the exercise.
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Although exercise two and three initially were created to achieve
formation was likewise provided when analyzing the output through
the theoretical lenses of Practice Theory.

4.4 Work Practices of Practitioners

practice entity” (Spurling et al., 2013, p. 21). The desire was thereby
to understand not only the practice based on observable behavior, but
practice-as-entities constituted by the three elements: materials, meareveals that rather than being the result of individual choice, such actions are social” (Spurling et al., 2013, p. 21).
they are carriers of practices (as practitioners), combining elements of
reproduce the practices in which they are engaged and the elements of
surface and explore practice-as-entities, we analyzed data gathered
workshops (Box X). Insights gathered through these exercises, made
ones (Section 4.3).
illustrates an example of one of these mappings, whereas the other ones can be found in appendix X Individual
Mappings.

Figure X: Example of X mappings of practitioners diverse practices

Based on the individual mappings of practices, we aimed to explore
how practices are constituted by the three elements; materials, meanings and competences, and how these seemingly individual practices
interlink with practices of other practitioners.
In order to do so, we start by unfolding information gathered through exercise two (the Matrix) of the online workshops. The purpoferences regarding physical and remote work practices, related to
tes (Appendix X Work site preferences
rity preferred to perform the following four (out of the seven shared
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practices) in physical work sites: 1) Attending External Meetings, 2)
Taking Part in Teamwork, 3) Communicating Informally and 4) Per). In the following we will unfold
different practices from the individual mappings in order to explore the reasons behind these preferences of physical work sites.

Figure X: Attending resident meetings performed in remote work sites

Figure X: 4.1

In regard to the shared practice of Taking Part in Teamwork, practitioner
Appendix Individual mappings). In relation to this practice, she expressed
task. Then you can use whiteboards to draw or bring some papers to

take place in remote work sites. Based on her individual mapping, the
shared practice of Attending External Meetings is constituted by the
sident meetings and attending meetings with builders (Appendix In-

re X). In this practice, materials play an important role, thus affecting
practice changes these material elements, thus affecting the elements
constituting this practice.

gure it out. They do not thrive in it. Especially in resident meetings”
attending resident meetings is dependent on competences by others
(
). This means that the difference of competence of how to attend online meetings can lead to a stage of de-formation, meaning that
links between these practices are no longer being made (Shove et al.,

Figure X: The practice of brainstorming
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In regards to communicating informally, when unfolding the individual practices of practitioner N1, it entails the following four practices:
Sensing of where and who to ask about different tasks, create an overview of the status of peoples different tasks, talk to colleagues for fun,
and getting and receiving help (
). She expressed that ”Part
ce are important” (N1, online workshop, March 25, 2021). Thus, when
puts when you sit in your own home” (N1, online workshop, March 25,
2021). The site is thereby challenging her ability to perform other work
practices properly.

line workshop, March 25, 2021) as her competence of reading body
language is detached when performing the practice remote.

with the customer when you are out in their environment and see each

March 17, 2021). Thus, the meaning (showing interest in collaboration)
Figure X: The practice of communicating informally

ctitioners preferred to perform independent work in a remote setting.
One of the practitioners argued that ”The advantage of a home-based
exist if her employees did not share similar practices. This further hig-

things and concentrate on some things” (N2, online workshop, March
39

the following practices: write notes, write summaries, management of
(Appendix X Individuel mappings).

ted equally on the physical and remote work sites (
). One
participant argued for remote work sites when Attending Internal Meetings because as he said: ”If you have employees on a case that sits in
makes sense to hold these meetings virtually instead of having to spend
time and energy on meeting physically” (N2, online workshop, March
29, 2021). On the contrary another participant argues for Attending
everyone were present physically than now where we sit on Teams”

of Attending Internal Meetings forms formations through inter-practice
Figure X: The practice of performing independent work

Although preferring to Perform Independent Work remotely, concerns
were shared about management of time when he said: ”I think the biggest hurdle for people when they sit at home is this about being able to
into everything else” (N2, online workshop, March 29, 2021). Thus,
work practices performed remotely might interfere with other practices
performed at home.

different perceptions on Attending Internal Meetings, does furthermore
rent practices (
).

all practitioners agreed that remote work sites supported better circumstances for concentration. This shows that besides a range of different
practices concerning the performance of independent work, a shared
meaning (concentration) is circulating among them (
).
zed, necessarily situated instances of integration (which do not travel)”
(Shove et al., 2012, p. 39).

Figure X:
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pends a lot on the task whether I prefer physical or remote” (N1, online
workshop, March 25, 2021). In order to further understand not only
their preferences, but the underlying reasons for these preferences,

Thus working remote practitioners are more likely to detach from the
-

on the advantages and disadvantages of work practices performed at
physical and remote work sites (see box X).

This means that the remote work site potentially has the risk of creating
a detachment to the associating with being social at work (part of the
meaning for the practice of Communicating Informally). The concept of

In regards to information gathered on physical work sites, many perceptions were concerned with informal communication. Practitioners
29, 2021). The practice of Informally Communicating was for many inseparable from the physical work site. Three practitioners associated it
with the material element of a coffee machine (
mappings
The material element of a coffee machine is thereby connecting both
the practice of making coffee as well as the shared practice of Communicating Informally (
).

have a cup of coffee together and talk about something other than

and hence for the range of practices likely to be reproduced in any one
meaning to spread and move between practices. In relation to the practice of Communicating Informally, it is therefore important how practitioners classify the concept of being social. This is because if it is only
model will create a detachment of the meaning, where links are no
longer being made, making Communicating Informally an ex-practice
(Shove et al., 2012). It is important to understand how this can have
Work remotely is weighted against Communicating Informally by saying:

Figure X: 4.3

“When you are doing a task on your own, it is often nice
with some peace and quiet [...] On the other hand I wouldn’t
want to work at home every time I needed peace and quiet
because getting in contact with one’s colleagues, to ask
a quick question or start a dialogue, outweighs the peace
and quiet in the end” (R2, online workshop, April 06, 2021)
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On the other hand, the most frequently shared con regarding physical
work sites is the lack of ability to concentrate. This is for many of the
practitioners due to interruptions from noise, mails and colleagues in
the need of sparring or casual conversations. One of our participants
a discovery she once made. Within one and a half hour, she tracked
hour, I had managed to sit with what I was supposed to sit with for
independent work. Such perception is shared by many of the other participants, and one argues that it furthermore results in delays because
others present, then there is a high probability that you will be distur-

disadvantage of the interruptions in physical work sites is thereby reversed to an advantage of few interruptions in remote working sites.
As previously mentioned, the meaning of concentration is highly linked
to the practice of Performing Independent Work, which now is associated with functioning best at remote work sites. During the exercise
(i.e., Pros and Cons), one of the practitioners stated it as follows: ”What
I think works freaking well remote, is emails, if I have to make presen-

be able to look people in the eye so that you have a sense of whether

the current technological possibilities of working remotely are oriented
around digital devices such as computers (Section 3.3). These devices
performed work practices and they play a crucial role in determining
the constitution of remote work practices.
To summarize, the empirical data gathered through exercise three
showed how there are pros and cons to both physical and remote work
sites. Thus, comparing different work sites, shows, in line with PT how
Information from both exercise two and three shows how practices
from the individual mappings constitute complexities of practices depractitioners working within advising engineering organizations, when
unfolded complexities of individually carried practices occur. This underlines the necessity of moving towards more individualized work models that supports the different preferences and needs of employees.

2021).
Attending Internal Meetings through remote sites has similarly resul-

As mentioned in section 4.2, the three organizations (in which the par-

are not showing up late or interrupting by talking about something else

of the employees participating in our workshops was working remotely
-

on teams because then there is no one who can hear anything” (I1,

explains: ”I am employed where I register my time and then I can come
42

-

because we could switch immediately where we went digital overnight.
Figure X: Barometer

shares how they during the lockdown have not been restricted to being
meetings you have to go through for a week take about two days in total. Then there are also some things in between that last a day and two
March 17, 2021). Another participant who even leaned much towards
3.3 Society of Today, the time division of the collective work model has
become dependent on each other through synchronization of practices,
online workshop, March 17, 2021).
ble in the sense of diverse work sites. Therefore, for the fourth exercise participants were asked to consider how many days they preferred
to work in physical and remote work sites, when there are no longer
mentioned preferences in regard to work performed on physical and
remote work sites and the related pros and cons, all participants prefer(

would be a little different from week to week what tasks there are. It
could very well be that there is a period where you sit at home most of
rizing on data gathered from the online workshops, we have seen that
each participant has individual meanings, competences and perhaps
materials in regard to working in either physical or remote work sites.
tices in order to be both economic, social and environmentally sustainable.

).
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4.5 Identifying Breakdowns
out in both physical and remote work sites, we aimed to identify potential related breakdowns. Based on the individual mappings we used
statements expressed by the practitioners through the four exercises
of the workshop, to identify breakdowns within the seven shared practices (
). Since everyone preferred a
combination of work performed in physical and remote work sites, we
wished to map breakdowns of both. A total of 20 breakdowns were

is related to Communicating Informally (Appendix 7 Quote mapping).
As mentioned in section 4.4 it is furthermore recognized how the meaning might detach and the practice of Communicating Informally might
become an ex-practice, if the meaning of being social shows insepathe root causes affecting an unsustainable work practice within remote
work sites (

sites. According to our analysis, many breakdowns appear to concern
remote work sites because practices are in the process of re-formation,
where links between elements of materials, meaning and competences
have not yet been normalized.
investigate the breakdowns causing an unsustainable work practice
remote and physical. Information shared by practitioners through the
online workshops were summarized into bullet points under each of
the seven shared practices, as aspects causing an unsustainable work
akdowns related to individual practices. Thus, it must not be seen as
a checklist for solving unsustainable work practices for everyone. The
practice to bring light to a diverse spectrum of potential breakdowns in
accommodate individual needs.
In regards to remote work sites breakdowns were found in all of the
ne diagram shown on
. As recognized in section 4.4, many cons
were concerned around Communicating Informally at remote work
sites and through mappings of breakdowns we even discovered that

Figure X: Fishbone, Remote

ming Independent Work (Appendix 7 Quote mapping), which makes it
a root-cause on the physical work site. The element of meaning was
in section 4.4 recognized as concentration when working remotely. On
the contrary it is the practice of Performing Independent Work in phy44

sical sites highly associated with the meaning element of regular interruptions. The meaning element of the practice is thus what causes
the unsustainable work practice, when performed physical. In general,
they experienced how practices could be performed in new sites, which
the process of formation, re-formation and de-formation” (Shove et al.,
2012, p. 44).

4.6 Sub-conclusion
As our analysis shows, lockdown during COVID-19 (section 3.3.1) has
opened opportunities for conducting work at new sites and made both
analysis shows that organizations are willing to support new practices
ces are required by the employers in order to meet the requirements of
the work environment legislation as well as to ensure productivity and
well-being among employees.

practices constituted by the three elements of materials, meaning and
competences. These elements not only exist in relation to the carrier
but travel and circulate among practices carried by other practitioners.

Figure X: Fishbone, physical

akdowns causing unsustainable work practices within the two sites.
Accordingly, it is a method used to break down problems into causes
which will serve as a core foundation for the conceptualization in section XX.

among the practitioners of this analysis, we have been able to identify
seven shared practices, representing the complex practices connected
to working within advising engineering organizations.
cal to remote work sites causes changes in one or more of the elements.
This is the process of re-formation which continuously links elements
elements might detach and cause a de-formation of the whole practice,
which then lead to them becoming an ex-practice. The practice of Communicating Informally has been recognized at risk of this de-formation.
The site within which the practice is performed is thereby crucial for
the constitution of the practice. In the aim of designing a framework
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5

S O LU T I O N S PAC E

This chapter serves as an elaboration of the solution space in which we are located. As explained in section 4.5 Identifying Breakdowns we
breakdown. We furthermore saw how there was an overweight of breakdowns towards remote work and we therefore found it necessary to
explore the full potential of working remotely. In order to do so we decided to create different design solutions accommodating these breakdowns, which will be explained in this chapter. The intent was for the design solutions to be used as directories for actors of leading roles in
each of the three advisoring engineering organizations. And thus, establish a dialogue with the aim of giving us insights to what is and what is
work models (cf. our research question). The chapter ends in a design criterias for the framework.
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5.1 Generating Concept Proposals
In order to create the design solutions accommodating the breakdowns, we needed to look at the individual practices of our seven practitioners. As explained in section 4.4 Work Practices of Practitioners,
each practitioner has a set of their own individual practices connected
to each of the shared practices. During an elaborative brainstorm, we
created multiple different design solutions for the individual practices in
connection to the shared practices, aiming to accommodate the breakdowns of working remotely. These were then placed in either of the
the second category), either when it comes to money, technological
improvements or resources from the organizations. These are so-called
mental changes are implementable more or less right away, requiring
very little from the organizations. These are based on well-known concepts or ideas, typically something the employers of our target group
are already acquainted with.

thereby provide us the possibility to investigate the boundaries for our
desired framework. We recognized that discussing all 112 design solutions would become too comprehensive (to see all 112 and their connections to the seven shared practices see appendix 10 Design Solutions).
important to characterize the linkage between practices when descrican identify if the seven shared practices are linked to each other. These
cessarily. They can therefore be hard to recognize and thereby change
(Shove et al., 2012). Assessing the three shared practices: Attending Inthe following statements (from employees in the three organizations we
have talked to), show how the practices interlink through the material

on teams” (N1, online workshop, March 25, 2021) and how it is now

Figure X: Example of the design solutions for accommodating the breakdowns associated
with the practice of Attending External Meetings.

March 29, 2021). The computer thereby serves as a means for accessing
platforms such as Teams, which in many contexts are used for commu48

at a time (Shove et al., 2012).

communicating formally is required to take part in teamwork, which
in this case primarily happens through attending an internal meeting
(Shove et al., 2012). Thus, creating a linkage to each other through
across the cultural landscape as a whole” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 3637).
Because these three practices are taking part in this inter-practice
relationship, we decided to group them, while combining their connected design solutions into two separate storyboards (Section 2.2.3
Storyboards). The storyboards correspond to the formerly mentioned
X).

Figure X: The shared element between the practices of Attending Internal Meetings, Communicating Formally and Taking Part in Teamwork. .

As described in section 3.2.2 The Information Society, the computer is
a stabilized and dominant design, which in this case acts as an essential material element for the constitution of these practices. It thus proFigure X: Storyboard 1: Representing a future scenario of a radically different concept
proposal.

computer the linkage between the practices could potentially break.

ctice relations, where they each are co-depended on each other, since
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look at what has actually been done” (N2, online workshop, March 29,
2021).

Figure X: Storyboard 2: Representing incremental change in a scenario, where this concept
proposal is implemented in present days.

Storyboards 1 and 2 are a combination of the design solutions for all
the breakdowns related to the practices of Attending Internal Meetings,
Taking a look at two of the other shared practices, namely Attending
ctice is performed to abstract knowledge from things such as places,

Figure X: The shared element between the practices: Attending External Meetings and
Performing Fieldwork.

Much like how the computer circulates between the three practices
when skills transfer)” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 37), which in this case
is the skill of abstracting knowledge in external settings. This means
that the two practices (i.e., Attending External Meetings and Performeeting with residents we want feedback on our suggestions for the
tution of each practice.
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Based on the knowledge of the two shared practices being interlinked,
X). One representing a future scenario with a radically different concept
proposal (storyboard 3) and one representing incremental change in a
scenario, where this concept proposal is implementable in present days
(storyboard 4).
The last two of the shared practices (i.e., Performing Independent Work
and Communicating informally) does not share an element linking them

proposal.

Figure X: The practices of Performing Independent Work and Communicating Informally are
affecting and affected by each other.

Figure X: Storyboard 4: Representing incremental change in a scenario, where this concept
proposal is implemented in present days

As elaborated in section 4.4 Work Practices of Practitioners the practice of Communicating Informally is typically associated with the physical work site and especially through the material element of the coffee
machine. This means that if employees are working remotely, they are
more likely to detach from the practice of Communicating Informally.
And according to the employees of the three organizations we have
been in contact with during this study, it seems that the practice of Performing Independent Work remotely, is thus very closely affected by
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how hard it then becomes to perform the practice of Communicating
Informally (section 4.4 Work Practices of Practitioners). I2 from organization I states that:

5.3 Further Work

-

the practice and the manner in which they are integrated” (Shove et al.,
-

Figure X: Storyboard 5: Representing a future scenario of a radically different concept
proposal.

March 25, 2021) and ”The hardest thing about being home, is that the
talk to someone a little randomly and hear some things) is lost” (N2,
online workshop, March 29, 2021).

Figure X: Storyboards 6: Representing incremental change in a scenario, where this concept
proposal is implemented in present days
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We can hereby establish that the two practices are closely connected in the sense of affecting each other. Which is why we decided to
group the two for the purpose of combining their connected design
solutions, into concept proposals in the form of two separate storybo-

Process box
To gather empirical data and feedback from actors of leading roles
within our target group, we staged two online negotiation spaces in
tiation Spaces). We had a total of two online interventions, one with
-

-

answers. Unfortunately, we were not able to get any actors in a leaWe decided to use the platform called Zoom, since it is a widely
known and easy to use tool for web-based communication. This platform has especially been used during the period of the pandemic lockdown (Bailenson, 2021), making sure that participants could enter the

Figure X: Storyboards 6: Representing incremental change in a scenario, where this concept
proposal is implemented in present days

5.1.1 The Organizations’ Actions to Accommodate Breakdowns
As mentioned in the beginning of chapter 5, we intended to use our
design solutions as directories for actors of leading roles to provide
us with insight to how feasible it is to accommodate the breakdowns

steer a negotiation we made use of a PowerPoint presentation where
we incorporated our six storyboards with complementary storytellings, which were framing different problems (to view the full PowerPoint presentation see appendix 11 PowerPoint Presentation One).
These complementary storytellings were based on the merging of
as it is an uncommon danish name and we aimed for her to create as
little association to real-life persons as possible.

less comprehensive we created storyboards representing six concept
these to four actors of leading roles in organization N and I (see box x),
on of Empirical Material).
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After the presentation of each of the problem framing stories, a pair
of storyboards were presented. As described in section 2.2.3 Sto-

really good sense to show these future scenarios, it can really start a
54

aware that the intention of the meeting was not completely clear. We
wished to get feedback from organization N, but they thought we

Each storyboard had a complementary, problem framing story, where
sented (see box X). These were used as a means to gain insight to the
organizations prior knowledge and actions on the topics. We wanted to
know if the organizations were already aware of and thereby actively
trying to accommodate the breakdowns (see box X).

on how the employees would potentially understand the storyboards
instead of providing feedback on their content. In order to accommodate this, we had a small discussion on our purpose with the story-

In relation to organization I, we became aware of some of their actions
performed to accommodate the breakdowns. In relation to the breakdown stating that ‘Many interruptions and a lot of time on the computer

time pressure became an important factor during the meeting, due to
the conversation around the third part of the story a little rushed and
we therefore decided to change the length of the PowerPoint before

employee representatives who are looking at ... if we have to change
-

formation on appendix 12 Powerpoint Presentation Two). Another
reason for re-framing the intervention was our realization that presenting all six storyboards was still too comprehensive for the purpose of
getting feedback on each concept proposal.

then there could be some areas where you must not be quiet, there
you must only be relational, so there you can talk, you must not place
vention, May 26, 2021)

The new presentation started with a presentation of all the breakdowns related to each story and from thereon it contained only the
third story, since this was the one we got the least feedback on from

She further elaborated on the working group as someone who sets

the results of exercise four from our stagning of the workshop (the
barometer, which are elaborated on in section 4.4.1 Individual Work
Models). The intent was for it to spark conversation around the future
plans around remote work in organization I.

decide what kind of things to go with and what kind of thing to not go
is necessary to experiment with different actions in order to see what
used teams a lot over the past year are willing to try new things that
break the monotony. In general, we believe that if someone has a good
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see how organization I, are under the belief that accommodating breof how they are trying to break the monotony is in relation to virtual
-

for oxytocin, it simply does not occur in a screen context, it only occurs

accommodate this by

email correspondence, May 27, 2021). This corresponds well to the
statements provided by their employees, which shows how the association to the concept of being social has a great effect on practices
where it is part of the meaning. Practices are thus affected by spaces
and sites (Shove et al., 2012), which we elaborated on in the previous
section.

in the case of a two-hour management meeting for example, one element can be to do group work as hiking meetings, where you are sent
out into the fresh air for 15 minutes with a task to be solved per. phone

2021) and ”We have primarily addressed this by allowing colleagues

In organization N, they have the general opinion that ”Not everything
we think there is more effect of doing it together where you can also

It is thus very much dependent on the purpose of the meeting, whether
-

tion, May 20, 2021).

-

She points to it having to do with the average age of the employees in
-

while meetings that are more in the nature of reporting can easily be

We believe that this is yet another argument for implementing poli-

-

individual needs and practices of employees in advisoring engineering
organizations.
Because organization N has this belief they have not focussed very
but more on how to make a good comeback for when the pandemic
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for the physical worksite.
Many of the radically different attempts to account for criterias such
technologies that in some way can scan, see or measure things like

5.1.2 Feedback on Concept Proposals
In connection to each of the storyboards, we came up with design criterias based on the breakdowns. The intent was for the concept proposals
to be held accountable to some criterias, that would accommodate the
1) It must be possible to read body language and mimic clearly
3) It should be easy to discuss in teams and be inspired by each other
4) Spaces for ping-pong and a sense of community must be created
5) It should be easy to both sparre with colleagues and know when to
do so
6) It should make concentration feasible

mething that comes to your generation, but we need our privacy. This is
not something that could be implemented in a company like ours now”
-

of the hologram is fun, because one of the keys to better meetings is to

In the attempt to accommodate breakdowns about lack of informal
communication, and thus account for design criterias such as ‘Spaces

-

-

It is these criterias mirrored with the six storyboards that constitutes the

the leading roles had, once again, a hard time associating social events
-

isure time

intent with the concept proposals is to explore the potential in working
remotely, the feedback provides valuable insights to what is feasible
in a remote setting. The feedback can thus help establish which of the
are best performed at a remote worksite and which are more suitable

the ones who create that psychological security ... that you have some
derlines the point.
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In organization I, virtual social events are furthermore not as highly appreciated as having the ability of being social in work related contexts:

we have a coffee meeting on Thursdays, then we have a coordination
May 26, 2021).

sary - how long they must / should be - and who should participate.
with pseudo-work in ritual meetings, and there is not much energy in
-

constituted of or connected to the concept of being social is not optimal
at a remote working site:
”It hangs in our walls, it is our culture, it is a social capital and all those
elements that make an organization stick together, it seems we have
-

working days becomes more prominent while focussing on regulating
both the purpose, length and types of meetings becomes a given, the
remote work site would be a good place for practices such as Performing Independent Work and Attending External and Internal Meeting
(depending on the type of meeting).

many, many more physical meetings where that is in focus. So we are

The result of the feedback provided insight to why it makes sense to

at home, because we think that what you were missing when you were
sitting at home, is primarily the physical meeting, the informal dialogue

tices we established how each of the seven shared practices were distributed according to the practitioners preferences. After the information provided by the actors in the leading roles, we have again placed
the seven shared practices according to what seems most optimal in an

are not as dependent on connections to other people. The concept
proposals accounting for design criterias such as ‘It should make conlutions. Especially when it comes to structuring employees work time
the concept proposals seemed to spark interest with statements like:

The weight on the physical side has been lifted and the two practices,
Attending External Meetings and Taking Part in Teamwork has moved
work based tasks individually, since some will be more suitable for the
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individual practices and their related breakdowns. We did not only use
these to create the 112 design solutions for accommodating the remote working site, but we also merged them into three problem framing
feedback to each story.
Moreover, the design solutions were combined into six different storyboards, each representing a concept proposal. Each of these generated
2-3 design criterias, which then also was evaluated and discussed by
the four actors.
Through this process of exploring the solution space we have discovered aspects that must be considered when designing a framework for
the followed design criteria where...
Seen in an organizational perspective there can be many advantages to
providing the employees with the possibility of working more remotely
(relative to how much they were working remote prior to the pandemic), but it seems that there is a need for the facilitation of this combiWork the organization puts a lot of the responsibility on the shoulders
of department leaders or the employees themselves. This can potentially have the effect of it working very well in some departments and
very poorly in others, since both the approach and the individuals will
ther reason why we believe that the leaders must be equipped with
concrete tools and guidance to facilitate the process of accommodating
the needs of his or her employees.
If we connect those to the design criteria discovered in chapter 3 and

5.2 Design Criteria for a Framework for Flexible Work
Models

work models must account for. These criteria put together constitute
the frames for the framework we wish to design and should provide

In the previous sections we have provided an overview of how we have
explored our solutions space. We used the seven shared practices, the

of individuals, working within advising engineering organizations. The
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alized practice in connection to practitioners and the solutotin space it
criterias, we intend to test its functionally with practitioners that could
potentially be part of it in the end. As the framework we wish to design should be based on accommodating the needs of the individual
employees of advising engineering organizations, we will strive to test
the content of the framework using several different negotiation spaces
where different participants will take part, depending on their role in
one of the three organizations.
The framework is supposed to appeal to employees and apply to
terial component of the framework should appeal to the employers,
whilst the content of the framework should mediate the needs of the
employees. This means that it is necessary for the framework to be
yees, but also between us and the employers.
Although we chose to investigate work models from the perspective
of advising engineering organizations, we do not consent to only prosustainable work practice. We stress that there is a need to investigate
in other types of organizations.

5.3 Further Work
Considering the work of which we have described in this thesis, we will

test the functionality of it.

engage more practitioners, making the research thus the solution more
versatile. This means facilitating a vast number of negotiation spaces in
which the topic would be unfolded and negotiated. This should result
in data more representative for white-collar workers in advising engineering organizations.

This thesis ended with 17 design criteria which were created based on
the exploration of the history of the work practice, the more individu60
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CONTRIBUTION OF
S U S TA I N A B L E D E S I G N
ENGINEERS

as a separate practice by the learner-driver and by the instructor alike, but only for a while. The common aim is for the recruit to seam-lessly
Through a short recap of the pre-industrial societies we trace the history of the practice behind modern working life all the way back to the
ithful cohorts of carriers.” (p. 77), which is why we look into how the practice has changed through the four industrial revolutions all the way to
of what practitioners do, by the variously faithful ways in which performances are enacted over time and by the scale and commitment of the
cohorts involved” (Shove et al., 2012, p. 101).
61

6.1 Conclusion
Throughout the report we have established how practices are connected to their traces of the past (Shove et al., 2012). We have explained
ced the perception of work. We then explored it in connection to the
traditional collective work model and could conclude how they were detached from each other. We therefore saw how the need for policies or
frameworks must be accommodated in order to achieve coherence between the practices performed by practitioners (the employees) and the
work models framing the space for performing the practice (provided by
employers). We thus investigated if the rare circumstances provided by
a global pandemic, such as COVID-19 could provide the push needed
for the next revolution of the work practice. We chose to see the pandemic as a window-of-opportunity to explore a radically different work
model in comparison to the old fashioned collective one, which is primarily constituted around physical presence. Thus making the pandemic an
experiment for transitional change.

frameworks or others they must aim to accommodate each individual
practice for the cultural landscape within the organization to function as
a whole.
models that supports the needs of individuals, working within advising
engineering organizations. We have through the report established 17
will be decided after the hand-in of this report, making it the focal point

During the course of our analysis we explored both the consequences
tices, which were shared between employees of three advising engineering companies. We elaborated how even these were constituted very
differently depending on the individual performing the practice. And we
discovered how the performance of the practice not only depends on the
individual, but also the site of performance. Each shared practice is different, depending on the individual, who are constituting their practice on
the basis of the three elements (meanings, material and competencies).
It must therefore be concluded that employers or other actors of leading
roles, in advisoring engineering organizations, need to consider the complex bundle of practices which circulates in connection to ‘being part of
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Work-Life Balance

1

Four Parts in Humans
Intellectual

Emotional

Physical

Spiritual

According to Marsh (2010, May) a life in balance can be achieved by attending
to four sides in humans; the Intellectual, emotional, spiritual and physical side.
He explains that in order to achieve balance within the four (which he states can
never be 100% balanced), we need to understand that ”...commercial companies are inherently designed to get as much out of you [as] they can get away
with.” (Marsh, 2010, may @3.47). This means that people are to take matters in
their own hands, when it comes to their work-life balance. How to care for each
of the four parts is inherently an individual matter and ”If you don’t design your
life, someone else will design it for you, and you may just not like their idea of
balance.” Marsh, 2010, may @3.12).

The four parts within humans
in perfect balance. Illustrated by the author

Five Iterative Steps Towards Balance
A study with almost 200 in-depth interviews with 78 professionals from London done by Ruiz-Castro & Lupu (2021, January) showed that 30% of the men
and 50% of women appeared to consciously resist working long hours. The
study was done with an equal number of men and women between 30 and 50
years old. Ruiz-Castro & Lupu (2021, January) found that that even though each
case was different a certain mental pattern for maintaining a work-life balance
appeared. “…better balance between professional and personal priorities boils

in continuously as our circumstances and priorities evolve.” (Ruiz-Castro & Lupu,
2021, January, l. 23)
100%

A Cycle - The Process Towards Balance.
Illustrated by the author

Numbers by Herskind-Carlsen, 2020, September 15)
Illustration by the author

75%
75%

7,8% are working
permanently from
home In Denmark.
5th place in EU
(Eurostat., 2020,
February 6).

50%
45%

42%

41%

25%

Work-life Balance

Family

Time savings

Commute stress

Herskind-Carlsen, C. (2020, September 15) describes a study done by Flexjob

During the pandemic
40% of the Danes
were working from
home according Danish profession (i.e.,
Dansk Erhverv) (Olsson, T. B., 2020, July
30).

‘the four parts’ described by Nigel Marsh (2010, May).
Source(s):
Eurostat. (2020, February 6). How usual is it to work from home? Products Eurostat News - Eurostat. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/DDN-20200206-1
Marsh, N. (2010, May). How to make work-life balance work [Video]. TEDxSydney. https://www.ted.com/talks/nigel_marsh_how_to_make_work_life_balance_work?referrer=playlist-how_to_get_into_a_work_from_home_
mindset
Olsson, T. B. (2020, July 30). Dansk Erhverv: Hjemmearbejde kan blive en gevinst for alle. Men det må ikke blive et mål i sig selv. Kristeligt Dagblad. https://www.kristeligt-dagblad.dk/debatindlaeg/hjemmearbejde-kan-blive-en-gevinst-alle-men-det-maa-ikke-blive-et-maal-i-sig-selv
Ruiz-Castro, M., & Lupu, I. (2021, January). Work-Life Balance Is a Cycle, Not an Achievement. Harvard Business Review. https://hbr.org/2021/01/work-life-balance-is-a-cycle-not-an-achievement?ab=hero-main-image
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Appendix

Work-Life Balance

1

Van Der Lippe & Lippényi (2018) is investigating whether or not work-fromseen as cost-effective to work from home because of the options to eliminate
Van Der Lippe & Lippényi (2018) argues that “women experience greater tensions between work and family life than men” P. 384, which is why it seems
necessary to distinguish between the two when conducting research. “men
performance, while women tended to judge their effectiveness based on expe-

Questions

?

Is it necessary to distinguish between men and women today?
Does the gender gap in today’s society make men believe working from home
make them abdicate for a promotion?
Does it put pressure on women to take more family responsabilities?

provides employees control over the scheduling of their workdays.” (Van Der Lippe & Lippényi, 2018, p. 385)
“...working from home may interfere with performing responsibilities in the home domain such
“...working from home increases the permeability of boundaries between work and non-work domains because the physical boundaries between the two contexts are eliminated”
(Van Der Lippe & Lippényi, 2018, p. 386)

Work-Family Culture VS Ideal Worker Culture

Conclusion

A supportive organizational culture is one that acknowledges and supports the
and support for family needs and obligations. This is the opposite of having
an ‘ideal worker culture’, where it is (for the company) mostly about getting as
much out of their employee as possible. Supportive work–family culture produces norms that respect employees’ personal and family time, and encourage

work context help to explain how working
from home can alleviate or increase work–
(Van Der Lippe & Lippényi, 2018, p. 396)
The second conclusion is that the relation
between working from home and work–
Lippe & Lippényi, 2018, p.397)

VS

The third conclusion is that the work context
appears to work differently for men than for
women. (Van Der Lippe & Lippényi, 2018, p.
397)

Source(s):
383–402. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11205-018-1993-1
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Effectivity and Productivity
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-

Pros...

Cons...

-

...of virtual meetings

...of virtual meetings

-

-

-

-

-

...of individual work
-

Source(s): Navrbjerg, S. E., & Minbaeva, D. (2020a, June). Virtuel ledelse under corona-krisen Rapport I: De kvalitative studier. FAOS & CBS.
Navrbjerg, S. E., & Minbaeva, D. (2020c, November 18). Virtuel ledelse under coronakrisen - hvad har vil lært? [Slides]. Cbs.
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Effectivity and Productivity

7

-

A

B

C

A

The organizational
energy is rising due to
changes after the crisis

B

The organizational
energy is stabilizing as
before the crisis

C

The organizational
energy quietly continues to be drawn out

(Navrbjerg & Minbaeva, 2020a)

80%

93%

43% are
(Dam, 2020)

Source(s): Navrbjerg, S. E., & Minbaeva, D. (2020b, June 25). Virtuel ledelse under corona-krisen - de kvalitative resultater [Slides]. Cbs.
Dam, J. M. (2020, May). Virksomhederne venter mere hjemmearbejde fremover. Dansk Industri.
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Health

3
“The health of all peoples is fundamental to the attainment of
peace and security and is dependent on the fullest co-operation
of individuals and States.” (World Health Organization, 2021a)

Physical Health vs Mental Health

Sleep
Physical
health

Diet

Exercise

Guidelines

Physical Health

Individual
factors

Mental Health

Mental
health

Social
factors

Structural
factors

Sleep:

1

Indicidual Factors:

4

Exercise:
According to The National Board of Health (i.e., Sundhedsstyrelsen) (2020, January 2), adults need at least 30 minutes
of physical activity a day, at moderate to high intensity. This
is beyond daily activities and can be divided, but must be
at least 10 minutes long. At least twice a week, engage in
high-intensity physical activity of at least 20 minutes duration
2

must be included that increase bone strength and mobility.
3
Diet:

Social Factors:

4

Structural Factors:

4

Source(s):

Falck Danmark. (2021, February 11). Hvad er sundhed - og er DU sund? https://www.falck.dk/falck-sundhed/raad/sundhed/hvad-er-sundhed/

1
3

Sundhedsstyrelsen. (2020, January 2). Hvad fremmer mental sundhed? Sst.Dk. https://www.sst.dk/da/viden/mental-sundhed/fremme-af-mental-sundhed/hvad-fremmer-mental-sundhed_

4
2

World Health Organization. (2021a). Constitution. WHO.Int. https://www.who.int/about/who-we-are/constitution
World Health Organization. (2021b). Frequently asked questions. Who.Int. https://www.who.int/about/who-we-are/frequently-asked-questions
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Health

X
3
The Danish Working Environment Authority’s executive order no. 1406
- Executive Order on mental work environment

It is the employer’s task
to ensure the work in
relation to age, insight,
ability to work and
other prerequisites.

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020, September 26)

The law includes:

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020, September 26)

The National Board of
Health (i.e., Sundhedsstyrelsen) also state
a correlation between
physical activity and
mental health.

Adults are people
between 18 and 64
years old.

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020, September 26)

The law ensures security in connection with:

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020, September 26)

Source(s):

Arbejdstilsynet. (2020, September 26). Psykisk arbejdsmiljø¸ - Arbejdstilsynet. At.Dk. https://at.dk/regler/bekendtgoerelser/psykisk-arbejdsmiljoe-1406/
byg-coronasmitte-i-din-branche/hjemmearbejde/
Sundhedsstyrelsen. (2020, January 2). Hvad fremmer mental sundhed? Sst.Dk. https://www.sst.dk/da/viden/mental-sundhed/fremme-af-mental-sundhed/hvad-fremmer-mental-sundhed_

-
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Work-From-Home Environment
The employer is responsible for (Arbejdstilsynet, n.d.):

Manage
Work-From-Home

Physical (in)activity

Source(s):
byg-coronasmitte-i-din-branche/hjemmearbejde/

-

Page 3 of 3

(COVID-19) Pandemic. Frontiers in Public Health, 8, 1–4. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpubh.2020.00199
Selamet, J. (2020). Human-centered Design Approach toward the Physical Activity Initiative for Work-from-Home Workers during the COVID-19 Outbreak. The International Journal of Designed Objects, 14(2),
1–17. https://doi.org/10.18848/2325-1379/cgp/v14i02/1-17
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Transportation

X
3

”Remote work eliminates commuting needs, requiring less structured morning routines and thereby creating both a delayed
morning load and reducing morning peaks.” (Chien-fei Chen, et al. 2020, p. 2) This worksheet will explore, as the quote states, if the shift to work from home due to Covid-19 actually has eliminated commuting needs in Denmark.

Train and ferry
In the beginning of 2020 the number of passengers on ferries
decreased by 17 pct. in comparison to same period of time in
2019. On railways the amount of passengers declined 24 pct.

When examining the statistics on the development of passengers
using trains, you recognize an overall decrease of passengers. Mostly the Metro took a hit with a decline of 30 pct. This decline is not
necessarily based on the Covid-19 lockdown, but also due to maintenance and closure of the M3 city line. Also the ’cityring’ opened in
the end of 2019, which shows an increase in the statistic.

Cars
On the statistic shown to
index for 2020. The red line
shown on this diagram is
In week 51 in 2021 it is
shown that passenger cars
The reason is the introduction of further restrictions
due to Covid-19.

When comparing
the average of 2020
there is about 30%
less passenger cars.
Nonetheless it seems that truck and
freight transportation is stable.

Compared to
2020 there is
still missing
about 1/3 of
passenger cars
on the roads.

Source(s):
Chen, C., Zarazua de Rubens, G., Xu, X., & Li, J. (2020). Coronavirus comes home? Energy use, home energy management, and the social-psychological
factors of COVID-19 (No. 68). Energy Research & Social Science.
Danmarks Statistik (2020). Passagertransport med jernbane og færger 1. kvt. 2020, Stort fald i passagertransport grundet COVID-19, https://www.dst.
dk/da/Statistik/nyt/NytHtml?cid=37807
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Flight
Because of COVID-19 and the
travel restrictions that followhave decreased dramatically. It
is clear in the statistic that the
has decreased in all european
airports.

The same is shown of this experimental statistic from Danmarks
Copenhagen Airport. Both statistics are made from datasets from
The OpenSky Network.

Emissions form transport
statistics are presented. Below you see two of them. It is clear from the chart of
GHG emissions from transport that it is the road transportation (71.8%) followed
by aviation (13.2%) that emits the most. Diving into the chart of GHG emissions
from road transport, GHG from cars on the roads emits 60.3% of the totalt amount
of GHG emissions from road transport.

GHG emissions from transport

Transport is responsible
for around 45% of Europe’s emissions of nitrogen
proportion of the total
emissions of other key
pollutants.

GHG emissions from road transport

Source(s):
https://www.dst.dk/da/Statistik/covid-19-hurtige-indikatorer
European Environment Agency (2021): What is pollution?, https://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/signals-2020/infographics/what-is-pollution/view
lication/da0cd68e-1fdd-11eb-b57e-01aa75ed71a1#

-
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Transportation
Transportation time is often recognized as a waportation systems has become a relevant goal for
planners, in order to reduce travel time both to and
from the workplace (Rubin, Nikolaeva, Nello-Deakin, & te Brömmelstroet, 2020). Covid-19 forced
citizens to quickly change their work site and a lot
of people were set to work from home. Here we
explore the result of the research done by Rubin,
Nikolaeva, Nello-Deakin and te Brömmelstroet
(2020)

X
3
69% misses
some aspects
of commuting

53% misses
the commuting
activity itself

25% misses the
ability to spend
time alone

24% misses the
feeling of
independence

38% will go
back to their
previous
routine

18% would like
to work more
from home (but
do not expect
that it is
possible)

Even though 69% misses some aspects of commuting, it is
very much dependent upon the choice of transportation. As
you can see from the statistic car commuters miss commuting
the least of the four categories. (E-)Bicycles are the group of
commuters that misses the commute the most.

37% will
choose to work
more from
home

The result of the article shows that most people do
not miss long commutes. Mostly if they are by cars.
They suggest a more desirable system where you
will enable more commuting by cycling og walking
together with increased opportunities in working
from home.

Also the commuting time is an important aspect. It is clear
from the statistic that the feeling of missing commuting also
decreases when the travel time increases.

Source(s):
Rubin, O., Nikolaeva, A., Nello-Deakin, S., & te Brömmelstroet, M., (2020). What can we learn from the COVID-19 pandemic about how people experience working from home and commuting?. Centre for Urban Studies, University of Amsterdam. Available at: https://urbanstudies.uva.nl/content/blog-series/
covid-19-pandemic-working-from-home-and-commuting.html
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X
5

Energy use: Work-from-home employee and commercial buildings
Electricity use at home during Covid-19

Nielsen,
P. Y & Jacobsen J. P., (2020) that it is because a lot of activities
sed use of electricity happens in the daytime in the weekdays.
This because most people would be out of their homes to go
to work. A experimental statistic performed by DST shows this
increase in the daily electricity consumption.

use of electricity after the closedown of the society is increased mostly
in mid-day in the weekdays. Energy consumption has increased, but
are closely aligned with pre-Covid-19 weekend consumption. This will
most likely result in an incease of energy bills for residental consumers
(Chien-fei Chen, et al. 2020).

From workplace energy use to
household energy use
Use
of natural gas in residential and commercial buildings has declined by almost 20%, while overall electricity demand (and

state that if shutdowns continue for a longer period of time, and a work-from-home practice becomes popular it would reduce
travel but most likely increase building use energy as home energy would increase, whilst commercial buildings would use samewhat the same amount of energy, because the remaineng employees (employees that simply can’t perform their jobs from
home) whould use the space (Gillingham K, T. et al., 2020). It is estimated that the electricity and energy demand has dropped
around 11% in contries in the European Union (Chen, et al. 2020).
(Wittchen, et al.,
2011). This project uncovered that it is especially serverrooms that was one of the biggest sinners in the increase of energy use
(Wittchen, et al, 2020). Zooming in at the energy use at consulting companies in Denmark most of the energy used is electicity
2

Source(s): Nielsen, P. Y & Jacobsen J. P., Arbejdspapir: Husstandes elforbrug vidner om ændret aktivitet, DST, 2020
Chen, C., Zarazua de Rubens, G., Xu, X., & Li, J. (2020). Coronavirus comes home? Energy use, home energy management, and the social-psychological
factors of COVID-19 (No. 68). Energy Research & Social Science.
Gillingham, K.T, Knittel, C. R, Li, J., Ovaere, M., Reguant, M., (2020). The Short-run and Long-run Effects of Covid-19 on Energy and the Environment,
Joule, Volume 4, Issue 7, Pages 1337-1341, ISSN 2542-4351, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.joule.2020.06.010.
Wittchen, K. B., Hansen, E. J. D. P., Radish, N., & Treldal, J. (2011). Energioptimering af kontorbyggeri. (1 udg.) SBI forlag. SBI Bind 2011 Nr. 16 http://
www.sbi.dk/miljo-og-energi/energibesparelser/energioptimering-af- kontorbyggeri/energioptimering-af-kontorbyggeri
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Establishment of Project Collaborator
able project collaborator, we
based the choice on statistics
and desk-research. According
to research commissioned by
Microsoft and performed by
Boston Consulting Group and
KRC research, companies have
ambitious remote working
plans in every industry.

6

Time managers expect European employees to work remotely, after COVID-19
Share of time spent on remote
work prior to Covid19

Expected share of time spent
on remote work after Covid19

Technology
Media
Telecommunication
Financial institutions and insurance

The survey also shows
that managers expect
that 47% will be working
partially from home in the
following years, through a
hybrid
remote
work
model, where work is performed partly from home

Public sector
Industrial goods
Energy
Consumer goods
Health care
Average
0%

Furthermore, the survey
shows that Denmark is a
frontrunner in Europe, in
regards to the share of
time spent on remotely
work.

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Managers expect almost half of employees to be working
partly from home in the next two to three years.
47% hybrid
remote models

Fully physical

Partially remote,
4 days/week in

Partially remote, Partially remote,
2-3 days/week in up to day/week

Fully remote

Time European employees worked remotely pre-Covid19, by country (%)
16%
Denmark
UK

“It is especially appropriate for knowledge-intensive, white-collar employees
with considerable experience who work
alone or whose output can be measured.”(Ferreira et al., 2020)

Netherlands
Belgium
Switzerland
Finland
Sweden
Ireland
Germany

“Half of all surveyed employees
expect to have remote-working options once the pandemic subsides,
rising to two-thirds among white-collar workers.” (Ferreira et al., 2020)

Norway
France
Portugal
Austria
Spain
Italy

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source(s): Ferreira, J., Claver, P., Pereira, P., & Thomaz, S. (2020, October). Remote Working and the Platform of the Future. Boston Consulting Group.
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The work-from-home legislations
In order to secure safe and healthy work environments rules and legislations are made. The
1870s and the most recent edition was
renewed in 2019. The law is a framework law,
which consist of general obligations and principles on the area (See § 1).

“

§ 1. The law strives to create
1. a safe and healthy physical and mental working environment that is at all times in line with the technical and social
developments in society, and
2. basis for the companies themselves to solve safety and
health issues with guidance from the labor market organizations and guidance and control from the Danish Working Environment Authority.

Work Environment Assessment

Companies are obligated to perform a Work
Environment Assessment at least once every
3rd year. The purpose is to evaluate and optimize. The companies can decide what methods
they wish to use, but the Work Environment
Environment
Authority
(Arbejdstilsynet)
supervises that the company carries out this
process in accordance with the requirements of
the legislation (Arbejdstilsynet, 2016).

”

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020a)

The work environment legislation continues to apply when
the work is carried out from home. However, there are limited
rules in the following areas: The physical facilities of the
workplace, work in front of a computer, the companies' safety
and health work, as well as rest periods and days off. The
legislation applies when the work is performed exclusively at
home or when the work is regularly performed at home and
corresponds to at least one working day per week (Arbejdstilsynet, 2014).
Some general points
There is no supervision from the National Board of Employment in people's private homes. This can be done by contacting the company.
The working environment legislation does not regulate the
amount of work from home.
If several employers have work performed at the same
workplace, they have a duty to cooperate.

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2016)

The physical workplace facilities

Work in front of computer

The legislations regarding physical work facilities
still applies when working from home part time or
full time. There is a special focus on interior, ligthing, ventilation and rescue equipment, when working from home. However, the last two mentioned
does not usually matter when the employee is
working from home in front of a computer.
Employees are allowed to use their own equiptment as long as it meets the requirements.

Legislation about work in front of a screen at home,
applies when the screen work is regularly and corresponds to at least one working day a week or
approx. 2 hours or more every day. The legislation
include the physical setup, breaks and eye conditions. Employees must have breaks or shift tasks
regularly. They have rights to get an examination of
their eyes and if this shows that glasses would be
necessary, the employer must provide it.

Source(s): (Arbejdstilsynet, 2020a):
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2016):
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2014):
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020b):

https://at.dk/regler/love-eu-forordninger/arbejdsmiljoe-674-sam/
https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/arbejdspladsvurdering-apv-d-1-1/#1-Hvorfor-udarbejde-en-APV?
https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/hjemmearbejde-d-2-9/#3-Arbejde-ved-en-sk%C3%A6rm
https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/skaermarbejde-d-2-3/
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The work environment system
The companies' safety and health work

Rest periods and days off

If a company has more than 9 employees, they
must be covered by a Work Environment Organization (Arbejdsmiljø organization). This still applies
for employees working exclusively or partly from
home. In this case, the organization must be more
outreaching to ensure healthy work environments
at home as well. However, visits to the employee's
home require the consent of the employee.

Employees are required to have a rest period of at
least 11 consecutive hours within each 24-hour
period, and weekly they must have one day off.
Those rules are still applying when the employees
work from home, but employees who are free to
structure their schedule themselves, are allowed to
divide the rest periods into smaller chunks as long
as the sum is 11 hours in a 24-hour period.

The law is continuously supplemented with more precise rules and guidelines through executive orders made by the Ministry of Employment (Beskæftigelsesministeriet). In addition,
AT-guidelines are made by the Danish Working Environment Authority (Arbejdstilsynet) and
describe guidelines for the practical work that a company must do in order to meet the
requirements of the law (Arbejdsmiljøgruppen, n.d.). Through executive orders and
AT-guidelines it is the employer’s responsibility to ensure that the companies’ work environment meets the demands.

The Ministry of Employment (Beskæftigelsesministeriet)
Department

The Danish Working
Environment Authority
(Arbejdstilsynet)

The Danish Agency for Labor
Market and Recruitment
(Styrelsen for Arbejdsmarked
og Rekruttering)

The National Research Center
for the Working Environment
(Det Nationale Forskningscenter
for Arbejdsmiljø)

Companies
Work Environment Organization
(Arbejdsmiljø organisation)

The ministry of employment consists of:

Source(s): (Arbejdstilsynet, n.d.):
(Arbejdsmiljøgruppen, n.d.):
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2014):

https://at.dk/om-os/aktoerer-paa-arbejdsmiljoeomraadet/
https://arbejdsmiljoegruppen.dk/arbejdsmiljolov/
https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/hjemmearbejde-d-2-9/#3-Arbejde-ved-en-sk%C3%A6rm
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The Screen

separate base for the screen or adjustable table so that the height can be adjusted to the individual employee.

Control Equipment
it with appropriate working postures and movements.
and movements that do not cause fatigue in the arms and hands.

Work Table

movements. Appropriate working postures and movements require sitting and
working height that suits the employee.
documents and other accessories. The depth of the table must be large enough to accommodate the screen
viewing distance (50-70 cm), and so that there is room to rest arms in front of the keyboard.

Lighting Conditions

in relation to the premises.
screen workplace.

Work Chair
employee's freedom of movement and an appropriate
working position.
The chair back must be adjustable in height and must be
adjustable obliquely.
seat depth as well as adjust the seat and backrest
independent of each other.

50 cm
55 cm

(Arbejdstilsynet, 2020b)

Mnimal and optimal space for legs as
well as space behind to get up.
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2008)

70 cm
88 cm

Source(s): (Arbejdstilsynet, 2020b): https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/skaermarbejde-d-2-3/
(Arbejdstilsynet, 2008): https://at.dk/regler/at-vejledninger/arbejdspladsens-indretning-inventar-a-1-15/

72 cm
110 cm
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Quote mapping

The above scheme is information gathered from pratitioners
participating an our online
workshops. Quotes were abstracted from the intervews and
arranged in accordance to the
seven shared practices.

8

Based on statements by
each practitioner, we were
able to map out brekdowns regaring remote
and physical work sites.

Source(s): (R1, online workshop, March 17, 2021), (R2, online workshop, April 6, 2021), (R3, online workshop, April 6, 2021)
(I1, online workshop, March 18, 2021), (I2, online workshop, March 18, 2021)
(N1, online workshop, March 25, 2021), (N2, online workshop, March 29, 2021)
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Performing
meetings
Designing
parts of
project

Attending
project meeting

Attending
department
meeting

Making
reports

Make LCA
calculations

Translate
subject
knowledge to
paper format
or model

Making concept descriptions

Checking
mails

Send material
to project
team

Making quality check
Urban space
designing

Make climate
simulation

Attending
morning
check-in

Engage in
phone calls

Communicating
formally
Engaging in

Engage in
customer
contact

Performing
Follow-up
process

meetings

Delegation of
posts

Asking about
problems
Attending client
meetings

Use of drafts,
mocks-ups,
drawings and
whiteboards

Sparring

Controlling
process

Preliminary
brainstorm
meetings

Drinking
coffee
Attending
meetings with
collaborator

Page 1 of 7
Work practices of advising engineers

Communicating
informally

Shared practices

Engage in
phone calls

Making milestone plans

Individual practices

own tasks

Attending
project meetings

Source(s): (R2, online workshop, April 6, 2021)
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R2

Take part in
phone conversations

9
Communicating
informally

meetings
Development of
communication/process
plan

Facilitation
of building
committee
meetings

Planning
meeting

Appendix

Performing
qualitative
investigations
and analysis

Sparring

Sharing
inspiration
Sharing
knowledge

Drawing
Sparring

Attending social
interactions

Communicating
formally

Engage in email
correspondance

Getting help
performing
tasks

Facilitating
academic
collaborations

Page 2 of 7

Dissemination of information

Work practices of advising engineers

Take part in
phone
conversations

Performing

Sparring

Attending
workshop
meetings

Planning of
study trip

Facilitating
phone interviews

Take part in
phone
conversations
Attending
building committee meetings
Provide
guidance

Attending
resident meetings

Facilitating
go-home
meetings

Attending in
focus group
meetings
Facilitating
debate events

meetings
Facilitating user
involvement
processes
Writing notes

Attending
information
meetings

Make summary in word,
excel or
in-design
Performing
desk-research

Performing

Shared practices

Individual practices

Graphic
production

Source(s): ((R3, online workshop, April 6, 2021)
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R3
meetings
Attending
department
meetings

Attending
project meetings

Engaging in
meetings with
builder

Facilitating
resident
meetings

Attending
team meetings

Taking part in
collaboration
with Aarhus
department

Communicating
informally

Take part in
phone conversations

Engage in
social interactions

Maintaining
social
hierarchies
Page 3 of 7
Work practices of advising engineers

trips
Facilitating
processes

Attending
organizational meetings

Attending
drawing room
meetings

Performing

meetings

Attending
company
meetings

Engage in
sparring

Making
strategies

Graphic
production

Checking and
answering
emails
Graphic
production

Drinking
coffee

Writing notes

Planning of
strategies

Making workshop material
Using

Take part in
phone conversations

Communicating
formally

Shared practices

Engage in
sparring

Individual practices

Performing

Source(s): (I1, online workshop, March 18, 2021)
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I1
Perform email
correspondance

Communicating
informally
Perform
presentations
Sparring with
new
colleagues

Communicating
formally

meetings

Attending
twenty
minute
check-in

Performing

meetings
Attending
follow-up
meetings

Solving tasks

Performing
concentration
work
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Work practices of advising engineers

Shared practices

Individual practices

Facilitate
job interviews

Source(s): (I2, online workshop, March 18, 2021)
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I2
Make space for
newly employeed and students to ask
questions

Attending
meetings with
collaborators

Attending
meetings with
colleagues

Performing

meetings

Work on action
plan and internal planning
Preparing
presentations

Attending
department
meetings

Preparing
courses
Immersion in
self-studies

meetings

Participate in
webinar

Communicating
informally

Check-in with
colleagues

Communicating
formally

Attending Miro
involvements
Checking and
answering
emails

Ideation
Participate in
courses

Taking part in
relations with
others

Hosting
webinars

new workplace

Page 5 of 7
Work practices of advising engineers

Shared practices

Individual practices

Perform development work

Source(s): (N1, online workshop, March 25, 2021)
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N1
Send and
answer mails

Communicating
informally

Getting and
rechieving help

Performing
phone or
online calls

Sensing of
where and who
to ask about
different tasks
Create an
overview of the
status of peoples different
tasks

Communicating
formally

Give feedback
on tasks

Pass on
information

Performing
Talk to
colleagues for
fun

Make
illustrations
Attending
status meetings

Read and
write tasks

Write
descriptions
Coordinating
tasks

Coordination
meetings
Separating
working time
and leisure time

Brainstorming

Page 6 of 7

meetings

Work practices of advising engineers

Shared practices

Individual practices

Source(s): (N2, online workshop, March 29, 2021)
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N2
Communicating
informally

Drink coffee

Attending
construction
meetings

Check and
answer mails

Printing
copies

Communicating
formally

Take part in
phone
conversations

Take part in
social
interactions

meetings
Visiting
building sites

Write notes

Attending
dialouge with
leader

Write
summaries

meetings

Performing

Management
of time

Using notes and
documents

Management
Follow
up on
employees

Looking
through
documents

Attending
project
meetings
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Work practices of advising engineers

Shared practices

Individual practices

Performing
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Open for both

Remote practices

Attending internal meetings
Attending external meetings
Taking part in
teamwork
Communicating
informally
Communicating
formally
Performing independent work
-

work

R1
R2
R3

I1

N1

Attending external meetings,
Taking part in teamwork, Communicating informally and per-

I2

N2

the majority) practices currently
suitable for Physical work sites.
Performing indenpendet work is
opposite currently suitable for
remote work sites.

Source(s): (R1, online workshop, March 17, 2021), (R2, online workshop, April 6, 2021), (R3, online workshop, April 6, 2021)
(I1, online workshop, March 18, 2021), (I2, online workshop, March 18, 2021)
(N1, online workshop, March 25, 2021) (N2, online workshop, March 29, 2021)
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This appendix show out 112 design solutions (the pink post-its). and how they are related to the shared
practice, their breakdowns and if they are in the category of being Radically Different og Incremental Change

Source(s):
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